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Abstract 

 

 EGM2008 is a spherical harmonic model of the Earth’s gravitational potential, developed by 

a least squares combination of the ITG-GRACE03S gravitational model and its associated error 

covariance matrix, with the gravitational information obtained from a global set of area-mean 

free-air gravity anomalies defined on a 5 arc-minute equiangular grid.  This grid was formed by 

merging terrestrial, altimetry-derived, and airborne gravity data.  Over areas where only lower 

resolution gravity data were available, their spectral content was supplemented with gravitational 

information implied by the topography.  EGM2008 is complete to degree and order 2159, and 

contains additional coefficients up to degree 2190 and order 2159.  Over areas covered with high 

quality gravity data, the discrepancies between EGM2008 geoid undulations and independent 

GPS/Leveling values are on the order of ±5 to ±10 cm.  EGM2008 vertical deflections over USA 

and Australia are within ±1.1 to ±1.3 arc-seconds of independent astrogeodetic values.  These 

results indicate that EGM2008 performs comparably with contemporary detailed regional geoid 

models.  EGM2008 performs equally well with other GRACE-based gravitational models in 

orbit computations.  Over EGM96, EGM2008 represents improvement by a factor of six in 

resolution, and by factors of three to six in accuracy, depending on gravitational quantity and 

geographic area.  EGM2008 represents a milestone and a new paradigm in global gravity field 

modeling, by demonstrating for the first time ever, that given accurate and detailed gravimetric 

data, a single global model may satisfy the requirements of a very wide range of applications. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

 Accurate knowledge of the gravitational potential of the Earth, on a global scale and at very 

high resolution, is a fundamental prerequisite for various geodetic, geophysical and 

oceanographic investigations and applications.  Over the past 50 or so years, continuing 

improvements and refinements to the basic gravitational modeling theory have been paralleled 

by the availability of more accurate and complete data and by dramatic improvements in the 

computational resources available for numerical modeling studies.  These advances have brought 

the state-of-the-art from the early spherical harmonic models of degree 8 [Zhongolovich, 1952], 

to the present solution that extends to degree 2190.  Rapp [1998] provided a brief review of the 

major developments in global gravitational field modeling over the 20th century. 

 

 There are numerous uses for these high degree potential coefficient models [Tscherning, 

1983].  In recent years, two types of applications have played a major role in emphasizing the 

need for high resolution, accurate global gravitational models.  First, over land areas, GPS 

positioning and gravimetrically determined geoid heights offer the possibility of determining 

orthometric heights and height differences without the need for leveling [Schwarz et al., 1987].  

A global high degree model may be used here, either as a reference to support the development 

of more detailed regional geoids, or to provide the geoid heights on its own.  Second, over ocean 

areas, the need to determine the absolute Dynamic Ocean Topography (DOT) and its slopes, 

from altimeter-derived Sea Surface Heights (SSH) and a global gravitational model, puts very 

stringent accuracy and resolution requirements on global high degree models [Ganachaud et al., 

1997].  Furthermore, a unique, accurate, global high degree gravitational model may be used to 
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provide the reference surface for the realization of a global vertical datum [Rapp and 

Balasubramania, 1992]. 

 

 The first decade of the new millennium has been called “The Decade of Geopotentials” and 

has seen the launch of three dedicated gravity field mapping missions: CHAMP [Reigber et al., 

1996] launched in July 2000, GRACE [GRACE, 1998] launched in March 2002, and GOCE 

[ESA, 1999] launched in March 2009.  Considering these advances, and in particular the 

expected availability of very accurate long wavelength gravitational models from GRACE, the 

National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA) decided to embark on the development of a new 

Earth Gravitational Model (EGM) to serve as: (a) a replacement of EGM96 [Lemoine et al., 

1998], and, (b) a candidate (pre-launch) reference model for the analysis of data to be acquired 

from GOCE.  It was decided early on that the new EGM would be developed by combining the 

best available GRACE-derived satellite-only model, with the most comprehensive compilation 

of a global 5 arc-minute equiangular grid of area-mean free-air gravity anomalies that NGA 

could furnish.  In this fashion, the highly accurate long wavelength information provided by the 

GRACE data would be complemented with the short wavelength information contained within 

the 5 arc-minute gravity anomaly data.  The accuracy goal for the new EGM was set to ±15 cm 

global Root Mean Square (RMS) geoid undulation commission error.  The analytical and 

numerical work required to ensure technical readiness for the development of the new EGM 

began in earnest around 2000.  The status and progress of the project was demonstrated with the 

development of Preliminary Gravitational Models (PGM) that were presented in 2004 [Pavlis et 

al., 2005], 2006 [Pavlis et al., 2006a], and 2007 [Pavlis et al., 2007a].  Following the example of 

EGM96, PGM2007A [Pavlis et al., 2007a] was also provided for evaluation to an independent 

Special Working Group, functioning under the auspices of the International Association of 
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Geodesy (IAG) and the International Gravity Field Service (IGFS).  Based in part on the 

feedback received from this Working Group, the development of the final model, designated 

EGM2008, was completed in late March 2008, and EGM2008 was presented and released to the 

scientific community on April 17, 2008 [Pavlis et al., 2008]. 

 

 In the following sections, we present the modeling and estimation aspects of the EGM2008 

solution, the preparation and pre-processing of the data used to develop the model, the evaluation 

of the solution using a variety of independent data, and the error assessment of the model.  We 

also present and discuss briefly some products of the model that have been made available to the 

community through the World Wide Web.  We conclude with a summary of the strengths and 

weaknesses of the model (at least those that we have identified so far), and with suggestions 

regarding some aspects of the solution that future work should aim to improve. 

 

 

2. MODELING AND ESTIMATION ASPECTS 

 

2.1 Solution Design – Rationale and Execution 

 

 EGM96, the predecessor of the EGM2008 model, was a composite solution in which different 

estimation techniques were used to compute different spectral bands of the model (see [Lemoine 

et al., 1998] for details).  The lower degree portion of EGM96 (up to degree 70), was estimated 

from the combination of the satellite-only model EGM96S (complete to degree and order 70), 

with surface gravity data (excluding altimetry-derived values) and satellite altimetry in the form 

of “direct” tracking.  In this mode, satellite altimeter data are treated as ranges from the 
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spacecraft to the ocean surface whose upper endpoint senses through the orbit dynamics 

attenuated gravitational signals, both static and time-varying, while their lower endpoint senses 

the combined effects of geoid undulation, DOT as well as tides and other time-varying effects, 

without any attenuation.  In this manner, altimeter data contribute to the estimation of the 

satellite's orbit, as well as the estimation of the DOT and of the potential coefficients.  The 

development of EGM96S involved the analysis of various types of satellite tracking data, 

acquired over many years, from 40 satellites.  Fully-occupied normal matrices were formed and 

combined with appropriate relative weights, in order to estimate this “comprehensive” low 

degree portion of the EGM96 model.  This analysis involved the simultaneous estimation of 

several parameter sets besides the gravitational potential coefficients and the spherical harmonic 

coefficients representing the DOT, which were its main products.  Beyond degree 70, and up to 

degree 359, the fully-occupied normal matrix associated with EGM96S was combined with a 

Block-Diagonal (BD) approximation of the normal equations resulting from the analysis of a 

complete global 30 arc-minute equiangular grid of gravity anomalies, which used 

altimetry-derived values over most oceanic areas.  Over areas without adequate gravity anomaly 

data, the 30 arc-minute grid used in EGM96 was filled with composite “fill-in” values, computed 

from the low degree part of EGM96S, augmented with coefficients of the topographic-isostatic 

potential (see [Lemoine et al., 1998, sections 7.2 and 8.3] for details).  In the specific 

approximation (BD3) used in EGM96, each block corresponds to all the unknown coefficients of 

the same order, and the rest of the matrix is all zeroes.  Finally, the EGM96 coefficients of 

degree 360 were estimated from this 30 arc-minute grid using the Numerical Quadrature (NQ) 

technique.  N. Pavlis in [Lemoine et al., 1998, section 8] discusses the rational behind the 

particular choice of the estimation strategy used to develop EGM96.  Three specific factors were 

critical to that choice: 
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(1) The use of altimeter data in the form of “direct” tracking.  This was done so that altimetry 

would strengthen the determination of the low degree potential coefficients, through the orbit 

dynamics information that is represented within altimeter range measurements. 

(2) The conditioning of the error covariance matrix associated with EGM96S.  The EGM96S 

coefficients, especially those of higher degree, were highly correlated.  As a result, this 

matrix had to be employed in its fully-occupied form, and could not be approximated with 

any block-diagonal counterpart, without compromising severely the quality of the least 

squares adjustment results. 

(3) The use of marine (non-altimetric) gravity anomalies.  The limited resolution and accuracy of 

the EGM96S model implied that the available marine gravity anomalies offered a useful data 

resource that could aid the separation between geoid and DOT, within altimeter range 

measurements. 

 

A significant disadvantage of the composite nature of models developed like EGM96 is the 

discontinuity present in their error spectra, at the degrees where the estimation technique 

changes (see, e.g., Figure 10.3.1-2 in [Lemoine et al., 1998]). 

 

 The availability of highly accurate “TOPEX-class” orbits [Fu et al., 1994] on the one hand, 

and the success of the Gravity Recovery And Climate Experiment (GRACE) satellite mission 

[GRACE, 1998; Tapley et al., 2004] on the other, had significant implications for the design of 

gravitational solutions obtained from the combination of satellite tracking data with surface 

gravity and satellite altimetry data.  In particular, the use of altimetry in the form of “direct” 

tracking is nowadays unnecessary, and could actually have an adverse effect on the quality of the 
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resulting gravitational model.  Errors arising from gravitational model inaccuracies do not 

dominate the orbit error budget of altimeter satellites anymore.  Instead, errors due to, e.g., 

mis-modeling of non-gravitational forces acting on the spacecraft are likely to be more 

significant nowadays.  In this regard, to allow the orbits of altimeter satellites to contribute 

(through their dynamics) to the determination of gravitational parameters within a combination 

solution is not desirable, because the effects of orbit errors of non-gravitational origin could 

corrupt the solved-for gravitational parameters. 

 

 GRACE delivered, for the first time ever, observations that support estimation of gravitational 

models complete to degree and order 180, purely from space techniques [Tapley et al., 2005; 

Mayer-Gürr, 2007].  Moreover, due to the global coverage (near-polar orbit) and the high degree 

of homogeneity in the quality of the GRACE data, the resulting GRACE-only gravitational 

models are accompanied by error covariance matrices that are significantly better conditioned 

than their pre-GRACE counterparts.  The geographic distribution of the propagated errors in the 

geoid, computed from the error covariance matrices of GRACE-only gravitational models, 

exhibits a predominantly latitude-dependent (zonal) pattern, symmetric with respect to the 

equator [Tapley et al., 2005, Figure 4].  Such a pattern implies that the error covariance matrices 

are predominantly block-diagonal in nature, closely adhering to the BD1 structure discussed by 

N. Pavlis in [Lemoine et al., 1998, section 8.2.2] and in section 2.2 of this paper.  This permits 

their approximation with the corresponding block-diagonal forms, without any appreciable loss 

of accuracy. 

 

 An additional consideration, pertinent to the design of the EGM2008 solution, involved the 

poor overall quality of the available marine (non-altimetric) gravity anomalies.  Pavlis [1998] 
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compared the 1° area-mean gravity anomalies used in the development of EGM96, to the 

satellite-only solution EGM96S, and demonstrated that over the ocean areas, these non-altimetric 

values were contaminated by significant long wavelength systematic errors.  The main reason for 

using such marine data in EGM96 was to aid the satellite-only solution EGM96S in achieving 

the separation between the geoid and DOT signals contained within the altimeter range 

measurements.  Nowadays, though, given the very high accuracy of the long wavelength part of 

the available GRACE-only models, it is questionable whether these marine gravity anomalies 

could have any such positive impact, in an ocean-wide sense.  However, accurate marine gravity 

data are still quite useful, especially over areas where the altimetry-derived gravity anomalies are 

either unavailable or inaccurate.  Therefore, in EGM2008, their use was restricted to certain 

coastal areas, and to areas where significant ocean surface variability makes altimetry-derived 

gravity anomalies less reliable, while marine data of verifiable quality exist, such as the 

Kuroshio and Gulf Stream areas. 

 

 With the above considerations in mind, it became clear that a very high degree (2159) 

combination solution could now be developed, not as a composite solution anymore, but rather 

using a single least squares adjustment estimation technique, according to the following iterative 

procedure: 

 

Step 1: A Mean Sea Surface (MSS) and a GRACE-only gravitational model are used to derive a 

low degree and order spherical harmonic expansion of the DOT. 

Step 2: Satellite altimeter data, along with the estimated DOT model, are used to estimate an 

ocean-wide set of free-air gravity anomalies. 
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Step 3: The altimetry-derived free-air gravity anomalies are merged with corresponding values 

over land, and are supplemented with some “fill-in” values over areas void of any gravity 

observations, to form a complete global 5 arc-minute equiangular grid of surface free-air 

gravity anomalies. 

Step 4: The 5 arc-minute surface free-air gravity anomalies are continued analytically to the 

surface of an ellipsoid of revolution. 

Step 5: The 5 arc-minute free-air gravity anomalies on the ellipsoid and their associated error 

estimates are input to a Block-Diagonal (BD) least squares estimator, which produces a 

“terrestrial” estimate of the gravitational potential coefficients, accompanied by a set of 

BD normal equations.  The fact that a spherical harmonic expansion of the gravitational 

potential complete to degree and order 2159 involves approximately 4.7 million 

coefficients, is what necessitates here the BD approximation of the normal equations. 

Step 6: The GRACE-only normal equations’ matrix is approximated so that it adheres to the 

same BD pattern that was used in the “terrestrial” gravity normal equations, by simply 

equating to zero the elements of the matrix that reside outside the diagonal blocks of 

interest.  The two sets of BD normal equations are then combined and inverted to yield 

the potential coefficients of the combination solution and their associated error estimates. 

Step 7: The MSS from Step 1 and the combination solution from Step 6 are used to estimate a 

new model of the DOT.  Using this new DOT model, one returns to Step 2 and re-iterates 

the process. 

 

 Albeit iterative, the procedure outlined above is quite straightforward and very economic with 

respect to its computational resource requirements.  The estimation of the combined solution 

according to the above procedure relies on input data that are of the same type as those required 
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to develop the OSU89A/B models [Rapp and Pavlis, 1990].  A shortcoming of the above 

procedure is that it does not permit the simultaneous estimation of the DOT model along with the 

gravitational potential coefficients.  This is a shortcoming that EGM2008 shares with the 

OSU89A/B models.  This shortcoming is offset by the fact that the procedure yields a combined 

gravitational model as the output of a single least squares adjustment, with an estimated error 

spectrum free of any discontinuities, and without the need to resort to composite gravitational 

solutions. 

 

 The development of EGM2008 involved essentially two iterations of the procedure outlined 

above.  The timing of the preparation and availability of certain data sets required appropriate 

modifications to be made to the above procedure as we discuss in following sections, so that the 

EGM2008 development project could progress without significant delays.  During the course of 

the project, three sets of Preliminary Gravitational Models were developed: PGM2004 [Pavlis et 

al., 2005], which served as a demonstration of the capability to perform such combination 

solutions to degree 2160 and indicated the quality of the results to be expected, PGM2006 

[Pavlis et al., 2006a], and PGM2007 [Pavlis et al., 2007a].  Unlike PGM2004 and PGM2006, 

which remain internal to the project, one of the PGM2007 solutions was also released for 

evaluation to an independent IAG/IGFS Special Working Group. 

 

2.2 Gravity Anomaly and Potential Coefficient Relations 

 

 For the benefit of the non-specialist, we briefly discuss here the main concepts associated 

with Molodensky’s theory, which constitutes the theoretical framework upon which the work 

presented in this paper was based.  Unlike the conventional approach, Molodensky’s approach 



aims to determine the external gravity field of the Earth without any assumptions concerning the 

density of the masses above the geoid [Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967, section 8-3].  The physical 

topographic surface of the Earth and the telluroid are central to Molodensky’s formulation.  The 

former is the surface where gravity field measurements are made or to which they are reduced if 

they were made above that surface; the latter is a surface whose normal potential U  at every 

point  is equal to the actual gravity potential Q W  at the corresponding surface point , with 

the points 

P

P  and Q  being situated on the same line that is normal to the ellipsoidal [ibid., 1967, 

p. 292].  The distance between points P  and Q , measured along the ellipsoidal normal is called 

height anomaly, and corresponds to the geoid undulation that is used in the conventional 

approach [ibid., 1967, p. 292].  Over the ocean, height anomalies are virtually identical to geoid 

undulations; over land their difference is a function of the Bouguer anomaly and the elevation 

[Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967, section 8-13].  Unlike the geoid, the telluroid is an “observable” 

surface (the positions of its points can be calculated, in principle, using, e.g., gravity 

measurements, spirit leveling, and astronomical observations of latitude).  Its adoption implies, 

formally at least, a more precise free-air correction when gravity anomalies are defined relative 

to this surface (Molodensky free-air gravity anomalies) rather than to the geoid (classical free-air 

anomalies) which, in rugged terrain, can be much farther away from the terrain [Heiskanen and 

Moritz, 1967, section 8-3]. 

 

 The Earth's external gravitational potential, V , at a point P  defined by its geocentric distance 

(r) , geocentric co-latitude ( )  (defined as 90°-latitude), and longitude () , is given by: 
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where GM  is the geocentric gravitational constant and a  is a scaling factor associated with the 

fully-normalized, unitless, spherical harmonic coefficients Cnm
s .  The superscript “s” identifies 

the coefficients as being spherical.   is usually numerically equal to the equatorial radius of an 

adopted reference ellipsoid.  Equation (1) refers to the permanent part of the gravity field, either 

ignoring or having corrected first for the variable part due to tides, changes in Earth rotation, 

etc..  The fully-normalized surface spherical harmonic functions are defined as [Heiskanen and 

Moritz, 1967, section 1-14]: 
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if m  0
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Pn m (cos )  is the fully-normalized associated Legendre function of the first kind, of degree n 

and order m .  Geocentricity of the coordinate system used, forces the absence of first-degree 

terms in equation (1).  We define the disturbing potential T  as the difference between the actual 

gravity potential of the Earth and the “normal” gravity potential associated with a rotating 

equipotential ellipsoid of revolution.  Detailed formulation of the normal gravity field of such a 

level ellipsoid (Somigliana-Pizzetti normal gravity field) can be found in [Heiskanen and Moritz, 

1967, section 2-7].  In our Appendix A, we specify the actual parameters defining the reference 

ellipsoid and its normal gravity field that was used in the processing of gravity anomalies, the 

scaling parameters GM  and a  associated with the potential coefficients in equation (1), and the 
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reference ellipsoid parameters associated with certain model products, as the geoid undulations 

that are expressed in the WGS 84 Geodetic Reference System.  Provided that the rotational speed 

of the reference ellipsoid is the same as the actual rotational speed of the Earth, so that actual and 

normal centrifugal potentials would cancel out, the spherical harmonic expansion of T  is given 

by: 

 

 T (r,,) 
GM
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The zero degree term in equation (3) has been set to zero, forcing the equality of the actual mass 

of the Earth and the mass of the chosen reference ellipsoid.  Furthermore, the even-degree zonal 

harmonic coefficients in equation (3) represent now the difference between the harmonic 

coefficients of the actual minus the normal gravitational potentials.  We define next the quantity 

 (see also [Rapp and Pavlis, 1990]) as: gc
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The quantity  is not directly observable.  However, it can be estimated, based on the 

Molodensky surface free-air gravity anomaly 

gc

g  [Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967, p. 293].  g  is 

defined to be the difference of the magnitude of the actual gravity acceleration, which is directly 

observable using scalar gravimetric techniques, at the surface point , minus the magnitude of 

the normal gravity acceleration that can be computed at the corresponding telluroid point Q  (see 

[Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967, section 8-3] for details), i.e., 

P

 

 

g 

r
gP 

r
 Q  .                                       (6) 

 

Pavlis [1988, section 2.1.2] provides the specific definition of the telluroid that is employed here.  

Point values of , at arbitrarily scattered locations, are the primary data obtained from 

terrestrial gravimetric surveys.  One can use these data, together with detailed digital elevation 

information, to estimate area-mean values of gravity anomalies (denoted by 

g

g ), over cells 

equiangular in latitude and longitude.  Colombo [1981] put forward very efficient numerical 

techniques that may be used to estimate a set of spherical harmonic coefficients, given a 

complete global set of data values, defined on an equiangular grid, over a surface of revolution 

e.g., an ellipsoid of revolution.  It is therefore desirable, starting from the original g  data, 

which may originate not only from terrestrial gravity surveys, but also from airborne, marine, 

and satellite altimetry-derived estimates, to form a complete global set of area-mean values of 

the quantities   (denoted by gc g
c

).  If then these g
c

 values could be continued analytically, 

from their surface of reference (the Earth’s topography), to the surface of an ellipsoid of 

revolution, then they could be used as input to the potential coefficient estimator, exploiting the 
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efficiencies of Colombo’s [ibid.] techniques.  This procedure could yield a “terrestrial” estimate 

of the potential coefficients.  This estimate, accompanied by its error covariance information, 

could then be combined in a least squares sense with a corresponding “satellite” estimate 

(obtained in the present study from GRACE data), to determine the potential coefficients of the 

combined solution. 

 

 The general procedure outlined above involves the application of several systematic 

corrections to the original data, as Rapp and Pavlis [1990] discuss in detail.  Of these, the 

atmospheric correction, and the correction accounting for the second-order vertical gradient of 

normal gravity, are applied most conveniently during the pre-processing of the point gravity 

anomaly data .  Ellipsoidal corrections on the other hand, can be applied conveniently to the 

area-mean values 

g

g , using some preliminary estimate of the potential coefficients (see also 

[Pavlis, 1988] for details).  Finally, one may use some technique of analytical downward 

continuation [Moritz, 1980, p. 378], to compute from g
c

, a corresponding fictitious quantity 

g
e

, defined to reside on the surface of the reference ellipsoid.  g
e

 is defined such that, when 

analytically continued in the opposite (upward) direction, it should reproduce g
c

.  Apart from 

this requirement, g
e

possesses no physical meaning and certainly does not represent the gravity 

anomaly inside the topographic masses.  Let  be the geocentric distance to the center a cell 

residing on the i-th (i=0, … N-1) latitude belt (“row”) and j-th (j=0, … 2N-1) meridional sector 

(“column”), within a global equiangular grid composed of N rows by 2N columns of 

ri
e

gij
e

 

area-mean values, on the surface of the reference ellipsoid.  For the small (5 arc-minute) 
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equiangular cell size used in this study, the small and regular latitudinal variation of re  within 

the cell can be safely ignored (see also [Rapp and Pavlis, 1990, p. 21,887]), so that we may 

approximate: 

 

 rg ij
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e  gij
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 The product ri
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e
, defined over the surface of the reference ellipsoid, can be expanded in 

surface ellipsoidal harmonic functions [Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967, section 1-20], as: 
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With   denoting the reduced co-latitude [Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967, section 1-19], the terms 

in equation (8) are defined as: 
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 The quantity r  represents a harmonic function, and, under the approximation of 

equation (7), so does the quantity 

ege

ri
e  gij

e
.  This allows one to relate the ellipsoidal harmonic 
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coefficients Cnm
e  of equation (8), to the corresponding spherical harmonic coefficients Cnm

s  

appearing in equations (3) and (5), using the exact transformations derived by Jekeli [1988] and 

implemented and verified by Gleason [1988].  Note that our Cnm
s and Cnm

e  coefficients are 

related to the corresponding gn,m
s

 and gn,m

e
 coefficients of Gleason [ibid.] by: 
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nd the transformation from ellipsoidal to spherical harmonic coefficients is given in [Gleason, 
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1988, equation 2.10]: 
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b  is the semi-minor axis and E  the linear eccentricity of the adopted reference ellipsoid 

[Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967, section 1-19], and the definition of the other terms appearing in 

equations (12) and (13) can be found in [Gleason, 1988].  It is important to note that both 

transformations are linear, and they both relate coefficients of the same type, order, and parity of 

n-m.  Importantly, equations (12) and (13) imply that both transformations preserve the 

maximum order but not the maximum degree of a set of coefficients.  As Jekeli [1988, p. 112] 

has pointed out, a finite number of spherical harmonic coefficients generate an infinite number of 

ellipsoidal harmonic coefficients and vice versa.  The additional coefficients, of degree higher 

than the highest degree within the series being transformed, are linear combinations of lower 

degree terms.  These “extra” terms may be negligible for expansions up to degree 360 or so, but 

become important for expansions up to degree 2159, as Holmes and Pavlis [2007] have 

demonstrated. 

 

 Considering also equation (11), the transformation (12) can be written in vector-matrix form 

as: 

 

 


C g,m
e   Tm

se  C g,m
s   ,                                   (14) 

 

where  is the transformation matrix applicable to order m, whose elements are computed 

based on equation (12).  Let  be the combined transformation matrix, composed of the  

sub-matrices, for all orders within a set of spherical harmonic coefficients 

Tm
se

Tse Tm
se

Cs , whose error 

covariance matrix is Cs .  Then the computation of the corresponding ellipsoidal harmonic 

coefficients, using the transformation of equation (12), can be written in the form: 
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 Ce   Tse  Cs   .                                      (15) 

 

Error propagation implies that the error covariance matrix of Ce  is given by: 

 

 Ce  Tse  Cs  Tse T  ,                                   (16) 

 

where the superscript “T” denotes the transpose of a matrix.  Similarly, the transformation from 

ellipsoidal to spherical harmonic coefficients can be written in the form: 

 

 Cs   Tes  Ce   ,                                      (17) 

 

and the corresponding error covariance propagation formula is: 

 

 Cs  Tes  Ce  Tes T  ,                                   (18) 

 

where the elements of matrix  are computed from equations (11) and (13). Tes

 

 The formulation presented so far allows one to estimate a set of ellipsoidal harmonic 

coefficients Ce  from a global set of area-mean free-air gravity anomalies g
e

 that have been 

analytically continued to the surface of the reference ellipsoid.  The estimation of Ce  is based on 
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the (linear) mathematical model of equation (8), expressed as a finite series, truncated to some 

maximum degree Nmax that is commensurate with the size of the equiangular cells forming the 

global grid (e.g., Nmax=2159 for 5 arc-minute equiangular cells), i.e., 

 

 ri
e  gij

e


1

 i

GM

a
(n 1)

n2

Nmax

 nm
e

C
mn

n

  IYnm
ij  .                      (19) 

 

Based on equation (19), one forms a system of observation equations that can be written as: 

 

  ,                                        (20) v  A  x̂  Lb

 

where  is the vector of observations Lb g
e

,  is the vector of corresponding residuals, A  is 

the design matrix whose elements are formed based on equation (19), and  represents the 

vector of estimated coefficients 

v

x̂

Ce .  To be specific,  represents estimated incremental changes 

to the coefficients.  The actual coefficient values are obtained after the adjustment, by adding  

to the reference coefficient values that were used within the adjustment.  The least squares 

solution, , which satisfies the condition: 

x̂

x̂

x̂

 

  ,                                     (21) vTPv  minimum

 

is given by [Uotila, 1986]: 
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x̂  N-1U    (a)

N  ATPA  (b)

U  ATP Lb (c)










 

where  is the weight matrix associated with the observations P g
e

.  In this study,  was 

assumed to be diagonal, with each diagonal element equal to the reciprocal of the error variance 

of the corresponding gravity anomaly observation, i.e.: 

P
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 ,                                 (23) 

 

where K is the total number of observations, and  is the a priori variance of unit weight, 

taken equal to 1.  For the complete global equiangular grid of 5 arc-minute area-mean gravity 

anomalies used here, K=21604320=9331200.  The assumption that the gravity anomaly errors 

are uncorrelated is made out of necessity, rather than desire.  It is extremely difficult to estimate 

error correlations between the gravity anomalies with any degree of accuracy.  It is also 

practically impossible to handle numerically an arbitrary fully-occupied (symmetric) weight 

matrix of dimension 9331200.  Even the estimation of realistic error variances for the gravity 

anomalies is a very challenging task. 

0
2
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 With Nmax=2159, the expansion given in equation (19) involves exactly 4665596 unknown 

ellipsoidal harmonic coefficients.  A weight matrix P , with elements of arbitrary value on the 

diagonal, would result, in general, in a fully-occupied, symmetric, normal matrix  of 

dimension 46655964665596.  The creation, storage, and inversion of such a matrix are 

impractical, if not altogether impossible, given the presently available computational 

capabilities.  Therefore, we have approximated the normal matrix  with its “Type 1” 

Block-Diagonal form (BD1), whereby non-zero off-diagonal elements occur only between 

coefficients of the same type, order, and parity of n-m, as it is discussed in detail by N. Pavlis in 

[Lemoine et al., 1998, section 8.2.2].  This approximation requires also the careful “calibration” 

of the values of the weights used in , so that excessive weight ratios are avoided (see also N. 

Pavlis in [Lemoine et al., 1998, section 8.5]). 

N

N

P

 

 The residuals obtained from equation (20) represent merely a measure of “goodness of fit” of 

the truncated model (19) to the input data g
e

, i.e., they show how well the truncated series of 

ellipsoidal harmonics of equation (19) manages to reproduce the input data, but do not provide 

any information regarding the accuracy itself of the input data. 

 

 Two additional aspects of the above formulation are noteworthy: 

 

(a) In equations (8) and (19) the summation starts from harmonic degree 2.  However, there is no 

guarantee that real data will not possess any zero- and first-degree terms.  These terms, 

meaningless as they may be, if left in the data and are not solved-for, could alias other low 

degree coefficients of the same order.  Therefore, in this study, any zero- and first-degree 
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Ce  coefficients. 

(b) The properties of the transformations (12) and (13) discussed previously are such that both 

transformations preserve the BD1 block-diagonal pattern in normal and error covariance 

matrices of coefficient sets.  This has important implications in the combination solution 

estimation method used in this study, as we discuss in section 2.4. 

 

2.3 Analytical Downward Continuation 

 

 The formulation presented in section 2.2 requires that the free-air gravity anomaly 

observations g
t
, originally referring to the Earth's topography, be continued analytically 

downward to the reference ellipsoid, to form the quantities g
e

.  Here, g
t
 denotes area-mean 

values of the Molodensky surface free-air gravity anomalies defined in equation (6).  The 

superscript “t” is used here to distinguish these values that refer to the topography, from their 

counterparts g
e

, which are values analytically continued to the ellipsoid.  All the surface 

free-air gravity anomalies mentioned in this paper are “Molodensky surface free-air gravity 

anomalies”.  Such continuation requires knowledge of the vertical gradients of the area-mean 

free-air gravity anomalies, since: 

 

 g
t
 g

e
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 k g
e

hk
hk  .                                (24) 
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h  denotes here the area-mean value of the ellipsoidal height of the cell to which both g
t
 and 

g
e

 refer.   can be computed from the area-mean value of the orthometric height h H  that is 

available from a global Digital Topographic Model and from a geoid undulation estimate N  that 

can be obtained from an existing gravitational model, as h  H  N .  Under linear theory, and 

for quantities related to the disturbing potential, such as the gravity anomaly and its vertical 

gradients, we make no distinction here between the topographic surface and the telluroid.  

Truncation of the series in (24) to the linear term yields [Rapp and Pavlis, 1990]: 

 

 g
e
 g

t
 g1  g

t
 hL(g)  ,                              (25) 

 

where: 

 

 


L(g) 

R2

2
g  gP

l 0
3


 d  .                                (26) 

 

0  is the distance between the variable point and the computation point P, and R is a mean-Earth 

radius (e.g., 6371 km).  Equation (25) provides the so-called “gradient solution” to the 

downward continuation problem [Moritz, 1980, p. 387].  If, in addition, one assumes that the 

free-air gravity anomaly is linearly correlated with elevation, i.e., 

 

  ,                                         (27) g  a  bh
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where b  2G  and   is the crustal density, then the g  terms in equation (25) become 

[Rapp and Pavlis, 1990]: 

1

 

 


g1  GR2hP

h  hP

l 0
3


 d  .                                (28) 

 

Use of a constant value of , implies that the  terms may be computed based 

purely on elevation information, under the above assumptions and approximations.  Wang in 

[Lemoine et al., 1998, section 8.4] implemented and compared three different techniques for the 

analytical continuation of the 30 arc-minute area-mean gravity anomalies used to develop 

EGM96: equation (28), Poisson’s integral [Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967, p. 318], and 

computation of the  terms using the first-order free-air gravity anomaly gradient implied by a 

pre-existing gravitational model complete to degree 360.  The final computation of EGM96 

employed the  terms computed based on equation (28). 

  2670 kg/m3 g1

g1

g1

 

 In this study we implemented two methods for the analytical continuation of the 5 arc-minute 

area-mean gravity anomalies: 

 

Method A: We computed  terms based on equation (28), using the 30 arc-second elevation 

data of the DTM2006.0 database that we describe in section 3.2.  Global equiangular 

grids of area-mean values of these  terms were formed, in both 2 and 5 arc-minute 

grid sizes. 

g1

g1
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Method B: Computation based on an iterative implementation of equation (24).  We rewrite 

equation (24) as: 

 

 g
e
 g

t


1

k!k1

M

 k g
e

hk
hk  ,                                (29) 

 

and employ an iterative approach to estimate the free-air gravity anomaly gradients.  We 

initialize this approach by setting: 

 

 g0
e
 g

t
 .                                          (30) 

 

We use these g0
e

 values to estimate an initial set of ellipsoidal harmonic coefficients complete 

to degree and order 2159.  From these coefficients, we compute an initial set of gradients, and 

from these, using equation (29), an updated set of downward continued anomalies g1
e

.  We 

iterate this process until we achieve convergence.  Through numerical tests we determined that a 

value of M=10 and seven iterations, were sufficient to achieve convergence.  Larger values of M 

neither improved the results, nor reduced the number of iterations necessary to achieve 

convergence. 

 

 Method B has significant advantages compared to Method A.  It is self-consistent and relies 

only on the available area-mean gravity anomalies to be continued for its implementation, it 

avoids the truncation of gradients to first-order terms only, and it is free of the assumption (27).  

Through numerical tests with simulated data, we verified that Method B performs particularly 
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well when the 5 arc-minute data are band-limited to degree 2159 in ellipsoidal harmonics; we 

found however that its performance degrades considerably when the frequency content of the 

data exceeds this degree.  Therefore, part of our efforts related to the compilation of the global 5 

arc-minute area-mean gravity anomaly data set, focused on the development of a technique for 

the estimation of g
t
 that would yield values band-limited to degree 2159, to a high degree of 

approximation.  We discuss this estimation technique in section 3.4. 

 

2.4 Combination Solution Estimation 

 

 The solution obtained from equation (22a) represents an estimate of the ellipsoidal harmonic 

gravitational potential coefficients, Ce , obtained solely on the basis of the “terrestrial” g
e

 

gravity anomaly data.  It is well known (see, e.g., [Pavlis, 1998]) that these data suffer from 

significant long wavelength errors.  In contrast, the gravitational information obtained from 

satellite tracking data is highly accurate at long wavelengths, but lacks short wavelength details, 

due to the attenuation of the gravitational signal with altitude.  We have exploited the 

complementary character of terrestrial and satellite data, and developed the global gravitational 

model from the least squares combination of these two sources of gravitational information.  

Two specific aspects of this least squares adjustment are discussed next. 

 

 Satellite-only models like the ITG-GRACE03S model used here are conveniently developed 

in terms of spherical harmonic coefficients.  In contrast, the Ce  estimates represent ellipsoidal 

harmonic coefficients.  Therefore, before any least squares combination of the two estimates is 

made, the two estimates, as well as their associated error covariance information, must be 
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converted to a common type of coefficients.  This is done most conveniently by first converting 

the satellite-only model and its associated error covariance matrix from the spherical to the 

ellipsoidal harmonics representation, using equations (15) and (16) respectively.  Then, the least 

squares adjustment is performed in terms of ellipsoidal harmonic coefficients.  Finally, the 

adjusted coefficients and their error estimates are converted to the spherical harmonics 

representation, since this representation is most commonly used in geodetic and geophysical 

applications, using equations (17) and (18) respectively.  This last conversion, produces the 

“extra” coefficients, beyond degree 2159 and up to degree 2190. 

 

 As noted in section 2.2, the conversions between the ellipsoidal and spherical harmonic 

coefficients preserve the BD1 block-diagonal pattern.  This implies that the error covariance 

matrix of the ITG-GRACE03S model, which in its original spherical harmonics representation 

can be approximated very closely with this block-diagonal pattern, maintains this form also after 

the conversion to ellipsoidal harmonics.  Therefore, the least squares combination solution can 

be performed efficiently by “overlaying” and adding together the diagonal blocks of the 

BD1-approximated ITG-GRACE03S normal equations, expressed in ellipsoidal harmonics, over 

the larger corresponding blocks of the “terrestrial” normal equations.  To illustrate the process, 

in Figure 1 we use a hypothetical combination of satellite-only normal equations from an 

expansion complete from degree 2 to degree 4, with “terrestrial” normal equations from an 

expansion complete from degree 2 to degree 6.  Figure 1 shows in gray the blocks of the normal 

matrix  and the elements of the right-hand-side vector U  of the “terrestrial” normal equations, 

overlaid with the corresponding elements of the satellite-only normal equations, which are 

shown in black.  The ordering of the unknown coefficients is according to the ordering pattern 

“V” in [Pavlis, 1988, Table 3]. 

N
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 The optimal combination of the satellite-only normal equations with their “terrestrial” 

counterparts depends critically on the relative weights used for the two sources of gravitational 

information, as we discuss in section 4.  The combined normal equations can then be solved, one 

diagonal block at a time.  In this fashion, the largest symmetric matrix that needs to be inverted 

in our case has dimension 1080, which does not present a computational challenge nowadays.  

This approximation simplifies significantly the combination solution adjustment, compared to 

the approach that was implemented in the development of the degree 71 to 359 portion of 

EGM96.  As N. Pavlis in [Lemoine et al., 1998, section 8.2.4] discusses in detail, the 

combination solution normal equations there acquired the “falling kite” pattern of Figure 

8.2.4-1(f) [ibid.].  This was primarily due to the inability to approximate the EGM96S normal 

equations with any block-diagonal pattern, without compromising significantly the quality of the 

results.  The error characteristics of the GRACE information enabled here this block-diagonal 

approximation to be made, which allowed the combination solution to be performed in a highly 

efficient and rather elegant fashion, without compromising the quality of the results. 

 

 

3. DATA USED IN THE ANALYSIS 

 

 The essential “ingredients” necessary for the estimation of the present high resolution global 

gravitational model are a solution based on GRACE data, accompanied by its complete error 

covariance matrix, and a complete global set of 5 arc-minute area-mean free-air gravity 

anomalies.  The estimation of these gravity anomalies, as well as other aspects of the solution, 

also require a very high resolution global Digital Topographic Model (DTM).  The estimated 



gravity anomalies need to be analytically downward continued to the surface of the reference 

ellipsoid.  Ideally, these gravity anomalies should have uniform and high accuracy, and should 

only contain spectral information associated with the solved-for harmonic coefficients.  Since the 

5 arc-minute equiangular grid of the gravity anomalies on the reference ellipsoid permits the 

unbiased estimation of a set of ellipsoidal harmonic coefficients, complete to degree and order 

2159 [Colombo, 1981], in order to minimize aliasing effects it is desirable to filter out of the 5 

arc-minute data any spectral contributions beyond ellipsoidal harmonic degree and order 2159 

(see also [Pavlis, 1988] and [Jekeli, 1996]).  In the following sections we describe the data that 

were used to compile the essential “ingredients” necessary to develop this combination solution. 

 

3.1 The ITG-GRACE03S Model 

 

 The ITG-GRACE03S [Mayer-Gürr, 2007] satellite-only model that was used in the 

development of EGM2008 was computed at the Institute of Theoretical Geodesy of the 

University of Bonn in Germany.  ITG-GRACE03S is based on GRACE Satellite-to-Satellite 

Tracking (SST) data acquired during the 57-month period from September 2002 to April 2007.  

No other data were used in its development, which followed the short-arc analysis approach 

described by Mayer-Gürr et al. [2007].  ITG-GRACE03S is complete to spherical harmonic 

degree and order 180, and was made available accompanied by its fully-occupied error 

covariance matrix.  The model was developed without application of any a priori information or 

any other regularization constraint.  Therefore, the model ( ) itself and its complete error 

covariance matrix ( ) are sufficient to recreate exactly the normal equation system that 

produced it, recalling that the error covariance matrix is the inverse of the normal equation 

matrix, i.e. from: 

x̂

x
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  .                                      (31) 
N = x

-1 (a)

U = Nx̂ (b)







 

3.2 The Digital Topographic Model DTM2006.0 

 

 The pre-processing and analysis of the detailed surface gravity data necessary to support the 

development of an EGM to degree 2160, depends critically on the availability of accurate 

topographic data, at a resolution sufficiently higher than the 5 arc-minute resolution of the 

area-mean gravity anomalies that will be used eventually to develop the EGM.  J.K. Factor in 

[Lemoine et al., 1998, Section 2.1] discusses some of the uses of such topographic data within 

the context of a high resolution EGM development.  These include the computation of Residual 

Terrain Model (RTM) effects [Forsberg, 1984], the computation of analytical continuation 

terms, the computation of Topographic/Isostatic gravitational models that may be used to 

“fill-in” areas void of other data, and the computation of models necessary to convert height 

anomalies to geoid undulations [Rapp, 1997].  For these computations to be made consistently, it 

is necessary to first compile a high-resolution global Digital Topographic Model (DTM), whose 

data will support the computation of all these terrain-related quantities. 

 

 For EGM96 [Lemoine et al., 1998], which was complete to degree and order 360, a global 

digital topographic database (JGP95E) at 5 arc-minute resolution was considered sufficient.  

JGP95E was formed specifically to support the development of EGM96, by merging data from 

29 individual sources, and, as acknowledged by its developers, left a lot to be desired in terms of 

accuracy and global consistency.  Since that time, and thanks primarily to the Shuttle Radar 
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Topography Mission (SRTM) [Werner, 2001], significant progress has been made on the 

topographic mapping of the Earth from space.  During approximately 11 days in 2000 (February 

11-22), the SRTM collected data within latitudes 60°N and 56°S, thus covering approximately 

80 percent of the total land area of the Earth with elevation data of high, and fairly uniform, 

accuracy.  Rodriguez et al. [2005] discuss in detail the accuracy characteristics of the SRTM 

elevations.  Comparisons with ground control points whose elevations were determined 

independently using kinematic GPS positioning, indicate that the 90 percent absolute error of the 

SRTM elevations ranges from 6 to 10 meters, depending on the geographic area [ibid., Table 

2.1].  Additional information regarding the SRTM can be obtained from the web site of the 

United States’ Geological Survey (USGS) (http://srtm.usgs.gov/), and from the web site of 

NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (http://www2.jpl.nasa.gov/srtm). 

 

 In preparation for the development of the EGM2008 model, we compiled DTM2006.0 by 

overlying the SRTM data over the data of DTM2002 [Saleh and Pavlis, 2003].  In addition to the 

SRTM data, DTM2006.0 contains ice elevations derived from ICESat laser altimeter data over 

Greenland [Ekholm, personal communication, 2005] and over Antarctica [DiMarzio, personal 

communication, 2005].  Over Antarctica, data from the “BEDMAP” project 

(http://www.antarctica.ac.uk/aedc/bedmap/) were also used to define ice and water column 

thickness.  Over the ocean, DTM2006.0 contains essentially the same information as DTM2002, 

which originates in the estimates of bathymetry [Smith and Sandwell, 1997] from altimetry data 

and ship depth soundings.  DTM2006.0 was compiled in 30 arc-second resolution, providing 

height and depth information only, and in 2, 5, 30 and 60 arc-minute resolutions, where lake 

depth and ice thickness data are also included.  DTM2006.0 is identical to DTM2002 in terms of 

http://srtm.usgs.gov/
http://www2.jpl.nasa.gov/srtm
http://www.antarctica.ac.uk/aedc/bedmap/


database structure and information content.  We used the DTM2006.0 data to compute the 

following quantities: 

 

(a) Fully-normalized spherical harmonic coefficients of the elevations ( H nm ).  These are 

consistent with the model: 

 

  H ij  H (i , j ) 
1

 i n0

K

 H nm

mn

n

  IYnm
ij  ,                      (32) 

 

where H ij  represents the area-mean value of an elevation-related quantity, such as heights 

above and depths below Mean Sea Level (MSL), over a cell located on the i-th “row” and 

j-th “column” of the global equiangular grid.  The terms  i  and IYnm
ij  are defined exactly 

as in equations (9) and (10), but evaluated here using the geocentric co-latitude  , instead of 

the reduced co-latitude  .  We used the 2 arc-minute version of DTM2006.0 to evaluate a 

set of coefficients H nm  complete to degree and order K=2700.  These coefficients, up to 

degree and order 2160, were used to form the terms necessary to convert height anomalies to 

geoid undulations, as described by Rapp [1997].  The same coefficients, to degree and order 

360, we used to form the reference surface, with respect to which we computed the 

RTM-implied gravity anomalies, as we discuss below. 

(b) We used the 30 arc-second version of DTM2006.0 to evaluate the g1  analytical continuation 

terms according to equation (28), over all land areas, on the same 30 arc-second grid.  We 

then formed global equiangular grids of the area-mean values of these terms in both 2 and 5 
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(c) We used the 30 arc-second version of DTM2006.0 and computed on the same 30 arc-second 

grid extending over all of the Earth’s land areas, including a 10 km margin protruding into 

the ocean, gravity anomalies implied by a Residual Terrain Model (RTM).  This RTM was 

referenced to a topographic surface, created from the elevation harmonic coefficients 

described under (a) above, to degree and order 360.  We computed the RTM-implied gravity 

anomalies gRTM  as described in detail by Forsberg [1984].  We then formed 2 arc-minute 

area-mean values of these anomalies and supplemented this (primarily) land dataset with 

zero values for the cells that are located over ocean areas, excluding the margin mentioned 

above.  We analyzed harmonically this 2 arc-minute gRTM  grid to compute a set of 

ellipsoidal harmonic coefficients complete to degree and order 2700.  As we also discuss in 

sections 3.4 and 3.5, the computation of the RTM-implied gravity anomalies globally and on 

a regular grid enables their spectral decomposition, and so is of critical importance both to 

the estimation of a band-limited set of 5 arc-minute mean anomalies from terrestrial gravity 

data, and to the computation of “fill-in” anomalies in areas covered with proprietary data. 

(d) We have used the formulation described by [Pavlis and Rapp, 1990] to determine spherical 

harmonic coefficients of the Topographic/Isostatic (T/I) potential implied by the 

Airy/Heiskanen isostatic hypothesis, with a constant 30 km depth of compensation.  We 

evaluated these coefficients up to degree and order 2160, employing the DTM2006.0 

database, in two ways: (i) using 5 arc-minute data, and, (ii) using 2 arc-minute data.  We 

intended originally to use these coefficients, in combination with the satellite-only model, to 

compute “fill-in” gravity anomalies.  This was not done however, as we opted instead for the 
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Pavlis et al. [2007b] provide additional details about the DTM2006.0 database and its use 

towards the development and implementation of the EGM2008 model.  We should emphasize 

here that a single DTM should be used consistently in all the processes related to the 

development and the subsequent use of an EGM.  This DTM is in fact inextricably connected to 

the resulting EGM.  For example, elevation errors will propagate into errors in the downward 

continuation of gravity anomalies from the topography to the ellipsoid.  However, one expects 

these propagated errors to cancel out to a large extent, when the resulting EGM is used to 

compute quantities such as height anomalies or gravity anomalies back on the topography, as 

long as the same DTM is used consistently in both operations.  Otherwise, the use of different 

elevation information in these operations could create inconsistencies that may degrade the 

results.  Therefore, the availability of a global DTM of the highest possible accuracy and 

resolution is an important prerequisite of any high resolution EGM development effort and use. 

 

3.3 The Gravity Anomalies Derived From Satellite Altimetry 

 

 The altimetry-derived gravity anomalies cover approximately 70 percent of the globe, and so 

are crucial to the formation of a complete, global 5 arc-minute gravity anomaly grid that can 

support the determination of a marine geoid with long wavelength integrity and very high 

resolution.  The global 5 arc-minute merged gravity anomaly files, which supported the 

development of several Preliminary Gravitational Models (PGM) during the course of this 

project, employed altimetry-derived gravity anomalies from a variety of sources.  We discuss 
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next only those two sources that were used in the development of the final EGM2008 solution.  

One of them was computed at the Danish National Space Center (DNSC), the other at Scripps 

Institution of Oceanography, in collaboration with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration (SIO/NOAA). 

 

 In order to ensure compatibility of the anomalies produced by both teams, we provided both 

with a common set of reference values computed using the PGM2007B model, to spherical 

harmonic degree 2190, and its associated DOT model, designated DOT2007A, to spherical 

harmonic degree 50.  These reference files contained values of height anomalies and DOT, 

necessary in the “remove” step of Least Squares Collocation (LSC) prediction algorithms, and 

free-air gravity anomalies, necessary in the “restore” step of such algorithms.  In section 3.4, we 

provide additional information about the LSC technique and the “remove-compute-restore” 

methodology.  The reference files were all provided at 1 arc-minute grid size, in terms of point 

values, and covered all ocean areas plus an inland coastal swath of 75 km width.  The gravity 

anomaly and height anomaly files covered also the Caspian Sea.  Both teams used these 

reference files and estimated point values of free-air gravity anomalies at 1 arc-minute grid size, 

which they provided back to the EGM project. 

 

 The DNSC set that was provided back to this project is designated DNSC07 and is a 

predecessor of the DNSC08GRA set described in [Andersen et al., 2010].  Details regarding the 

data used to produce DNSC07 and the estimation algorithm employed can be found in [Andersen 

et al., 2010], since these are the same for both DNSC07 and DNSC08GRA.  The essential 

difference between the two sets is that DNSC08GRA was produced after EGM2008 was 
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finalized and released, and thus benefited from reference values computed using the final 

EGM2008 model. 

 

 The SIO/NOAA set that was provided back to this project is designated here SS v18.1.  This 

set is a predecessor of the gravity anomaly set described in [Sandwell and Smith, 2009].  The 

latter was also produced after EGM2008 was released, as in the case of DNSC08GRA discussed 

previously. 

 

 The main difference between the estimation algorithms employed by DNSC and SIO/NOAA 

is the form in which the altimeter data enter the estimation of gravity anomalies.  DNSC uses 

(residual) Sea Surface Heights (SSH), while SIO/NOAA use (residual) slopes of the SSH, 

determined from the numerical differentiation of neighboring altimeter data.  There are 

advantages and disadvantages associated with either of the two estimation techniques, as these 

were actually implemented by DNSC and SIO/NOAA respectively.  In particular, for a given 

reference gravitational model whose resolution is always finite, the use of residual SSH is 

affected less by the lack of data on the side of land in near-coastal areas, as compared to the use 

of residual SSH slopes.  The use of residual SSH slopes on the other hand, tends to produce 

gravity anomalies that are noticeably “richer” in high frequency content, as compared to the use 

of residual SSH.  The difference between the results from the two estimation techniques are of 

course reduced as the common reference models used in both become more accurate and of 

higher resolution.  Table 1 summarizes the essential statistics from the comparison of the 

DNSC07 and SS v18.1 altimetry-derived gravity anomaly datasets, among themselves, as well as 

with the PGM2007B reference values used in both estimations. 
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 In terms of 5 arc-minute area-mean gravity anomalies, the two independently computed 

altimetry-derived datasets differ by less than ±2 mGal (1 mGal=10-5 m/s2) on an ocean-wide 

basis.  We performed additional comparisons with independent marine gravity anomaly data 

available to NGA and verified that DNSC07 performed consistently better than SS v18.1 in near 

coastal areas.  On the basis of these results, we combined PGM2007B, DNSC07, and SS v18.1, 

in terms of 1 arc-minute gravity anomalies, in the following fashion: 

 

(a) We used PGM2007B values on land to within 65 km from the coastline. 

(b) We used a tapered transition from PGM2007B to DNSC07, over the remaining 65 km to the 

coastline. 

(c) We used DNSC07 values over the ocean, within 195 km from the coastline. 

(d) We used a tapered transition from DNSC07 to SS v18.1 over the ocean from 195 km to 280 

km distance from the coastline. 

(e) For all ocean cells beyond 280 km from the coastline, we used SS v18.1 values. 

 

In this fashion we created a global 1 arc-minute gravity anomaly dataset, which we analyzed 

harmonically.  We used the estimated ellipsoidal harmonics, from degree 2 to degree 2159, to 

create a 5 arc-minute band-limited version of this dataset.  The latter dataset served as the 

foundation file upon which other data files were overlaid, in order to produce the final merged 5 

arc-minute gravity anomaly file that supported the development of EGM2008, as we discuss in 

the following sections. 

 

3.4 The Gravity Anomalies Estimated From Terrestrial Data 

 



 The estimation of the 5 arc-minute area-mean free-air surface gravity anomalies gij
t

 from 

the corresponding point values was performed using a LSC prediction algorithm [Moritz, 1980], 

in a “remove-compute-restore” fashion.  LSC is a mathematical technique for determining the 

Earth's figure and gravitational field by a combination of heterogeneous data of different kinds.  

Its formulation may be interpreted in very different ways: as the solution of a geophysical 

inverse problem, as a statistical estimation method combining least squares adjustment and least 

squares prediction, and as an analytical approximation to the Earth's potential by means of 

harmonic functions [Moritz, 1978].  LSC is a form of linear regression – estimating stochastic 

quantities from other stochastic quantities by using their statistical correlations – that is formally 

identical to objective mapping.  Our implementation of LSC used the remove-compute-restore 

computational methodology that is well known to geodesists.  Thereby, long wavelength trends 

are removed from the observations using some a priori known reference model(s), the LSC 

prediction is applied to the residuals after the removal of the values of the reference model(s) 

from the observations, and finally the effects of the reference model(s) are restored back to the 

estimated quantities.  Moritz [1980] provides a comprehensive treatise of LSC and the 

remove-compute-restore computational methodology.  The main elements of our formulation 

are: 
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t  is the signal cross-covariance matrix between the area-mean value to be 

predicted and the point values of the observations , and  is the auto-covariance gk
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matrix of the observations involved in the prediction.   is the noise covariance matrix of these 

observations, which was taken in this study to be diagonal, and  is the vector of observations.  

From the observations, quantities that can be modeled have been removed, so that an element 

of the vector L  is given by: 
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where: 
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and  is the mean value of  over the area involved in the prediction, so that the residual 

observations involved in the prediction are centered.   and  are point 

values of the free-air gravity anomalies implied by the reference spherical harmonic model used 

and by the RTM computation.  In our notation, “SH” abbreviates “Spherical Harmonics” and 

refers to the computational method used to evaluate these gravity anomalies.  It does not 

represent a variable, to which these gravity anomalies depend, but rather a computational 

method.  The same applies to our “RTM” notation.  Finally, in equation (33),  is given by: 
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and represents the sum of the area-mean values of the reference terms that have to be “restored” 

to the predicted quantity gij
t

.  In equations (35) and (36), proper care should be exercised, so 

that the reference gravitational model and the RTM effects neither overlap nor leave any “gaps” 

in terms of spectral content.  This LSC prediction algorithm was used to estimate the terrestrial 

gravity anomalies that supported the PGM2004A, PGM2006A/B/C, and PGM2007A/B 

preliminary models.  For the final EGM2008 model however, we implemented a modification to 

this algorithm, which results in predicted gravity anomalies gij
t

 that are band-limited to a high 

degree of approximation. 

 

 Consider the frequency content of the various terms appearing in equations (35) and (36).  

The point value of the surface free-air gravity anomaly   contains the full spectrum of the 

gravity field.  The reference values  and 

gk
t

gk
t (SH ) gij

t
(SH )contain only the bandwidth of the 

reference model used in the estimation.  Due to the use of a reference topographic surface 

created from an expansion to degree 360 of the topography (see section 3.2), the point values 

, contain spectral power from degree ~360, up to a degree commensurate with the 

grid size of the DTM used in their computation, which, in this case, was 30 arc-seconds.  The 

corresponding 5 arc-minute area-mean values 

gk
t (RTM )

gij
t

(RTM ) , which are the result of averaging, 

are certainly not band-limited, and contain spectral power beyond degree 2159.  A simple 

modification of the quantities used in the LSC algorithm discussed before, can provide much 

better control on the frequency content of the predicted mean anomalies.  Specifically, we 

modify equations (35) and (36) as: 
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and 

 

 rij  gij
t

(SH , n  2159) yp  ,                               (38) 

 

where we have assumed here that the reference gravitational model extends to degree 2159, in 

ellipsoidal harmonics.  Use of equations (37) and (38), instead of (35) and (36), results in 

predicted gravity anomalies gij
t

 that are band-limited to a high degree of approximation.  The 

key element that enables the implementation of this new approach is the availability of the 

RTM-implied , globally and in the form of a regular grid.  Without such a file, there can be 

no spectral decomposition of the RTM-implied 

g

g

)

, which produces the coefficients necessary 

to synthesize the terms  with the required spectral content.  In our 

implementation, the quantity within the brackets in equation (37), referring to the Earth’s 

topography, was evaluated as point values on a global 30 arc-second grid.  This grid was then 

used to interpolate the values to the locations of the point gravity data.  Figure 2 demonstrates 

the effectiveness of the technique, by comparing the gravity anomaly degree variances c , 

computed according to equation (39), as obtained from two versions of the global database, one 

without (v050707a) and one with (v021408a) the application of this technique. 
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Notice the “jump” between degrees 2159 and 2160.  This jump is of course a consequence of 

limiting also the bandwidth of the altimetry-derived anomalies to degree 2159, as we described 

in section 3.3. 

 

 The LSC prediction algorithm implemented here also provides estimates of the error 

variances of the predicted gij
t

.  These are given by: 
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These error variances do not necessarily account for systematic errors in the gravity data, and 

have to be modified carefully, in order to provide realistic measures of the errors associated with 

these data.  We discuss the calibration of the gravity anomaly error estimates in section 4.3. 

 

 For the final iteration of the estimation of the 5 arc-minute gravity anomalies, which 

supported the development of EGM2008, the PGM2007B solution was used as reference 

gravitational model (to spherical harmonic degree 2190), consistent with the estimation of the 

altimetry-derived values.  Additional details on the implementation of the gravity anomaly 

prediction algorithm can be found in [Factor, 2006]. 

 

3.5 Fill-in Gravity Anomalies Using RTM Forward Modeling 
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 In terms of their availability, the gravity anomaly data that were necessary for this project 

divide the Earth into three distinct sub-divisions, as we show in Figure 3a. 

 

(a) Areas where gravity anomaly data exist, and were made available for the computation of the 

5 arc-minute area-mean values necessary for this project, without any restrictions.  Thanks 

primarily to the altimetry-derived gravity anomalies, the majority of ocean areas fall into this 

category.  These areas are colored green in Figure 3a. 

(b) Areas where gravity anomaly data are either unavailable, or too sparse, or too inaccurate, to 

support the estimation of 5 arc-minute area-mean values of meaningful quality.  These areas 

are colored red in Figure 3a. 

(c) Areas where the gravity anomaly data available to this project were of proprietary nature.  In 

agreement with the co-owners of these data, within this project, their use was only permitted 

at a resolution corresponding to 15 arc-minute area-mean values.  The domain of these data 

covers approximately 42.9 percent of the Earth’s total land area, and is colored gray in 

Figure 3a. 

 

 In order to compile a global gravity anomaly dataset with as uniform spectral content as 

possible, capable of supporting the estimation of potential coefficients to degree 2159, the 

spectral content of the gravity anomalies in category (c) above, beyond degree 720 that 

corresponds to the 15 arc-minute resolution, and up to degree 2159, was supplemented with the 

gravitational information obtained from the global set of RTM-implied gravity anomalies 

discussed in section 3.2.  The specific details of the implementation of this approach can be 

found in [Pavlis et al., 2007b].  We tested and verified this approach locally, over extended areas 

where high quality gravity anomaly data are available (USA, Australia), as Pavlis et al. [2007b] 
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discuss in detail.  In addition, we compared the gravity anomaly degree variances obtained from 

the analysis of a global 5 arc-minute dataset that included the proprietary data with the degree 

variances obtained from the use of the RTM-implied gravity information.  Figure 5 in [Pavlis et 

al., 2007b] demonstrates that the two spectra are in excellent agreement.  Only after degree 

~1650 the use of the RTM-implied gravity information provides a somewhat underpowered 

gravity anomaly spectrum.  With this approach, we managed to circumvent the proprietary data 

issues without degrading the gravitational solution significantly, at least in terms of the 

recovered power spectrum.  An obvious shortcoming of our RTM-based forward modeling 

approach is that it can only improve the modeling of short wavelength gravitational signals 

(beyond degree 720), to the extent that these signals are generated by topographic masses. 

 

 Finally, we needed to provide an estimate for each of the 5 arc-minute area-mean gravity 

anomalies under (b) above.  These cover approximately 12.0 percent of the Earth’s land area, 

and are located in Africa, South America, and Antarctica.  Over Africa and South America, we 

originally synthesized 5 arc-minute values using the GGM02S coefficients [Tapley at al., 2005] 

for degrees 2 to 60, augmented with the EGM96 coefficients [Lemoine et al., 1998] for degrees 

61 to 360, and further augmented with the coefficients from the analysis of the RTM-implied 

anomalies for degrees 361 to 2159.  Over Antarctica, we synthesized 5 arc-minute values using 

only the ITG-GRACE03S [Mayer-Gürr, 2007] model coefficients, up to degree and order 180, 

as we discuss in the next section. 

 

3.6 The 5 Arc-Minute Global Merged Gravity Anomaly File 

 



 The estimation of the Ce  ellipsoidal harmonic coefficients implied by the “terrestrial” data up 

to degree and order 2159 requires a global, complete file of 5 arc-minute area-mean gravity 

anomalies gij
t

.  Since this estimator does not allow for any gaps or overlapping duplicate data 

input, one has to select for each 5 arc-minute cell on the ellipsoid, the most accurate anomaly 

estimate out of multiple data that may be available for that cell (e.g., marine and 

altimetry-derived values).  Rapp and Pavlis [1990] discuss such kind of data selection and 

merging algorithm.  In the development of EGM2008, a similar algorithm was used.  This 

process resulted in a complete global grid (9331200 values) of 5 arc-minute gij
t

, which were 

used in the model’s estimation.  Table 2 summarizes the overall statistics of this merged file. 

 

 It is interesting to note that the areas covered with the poorest quality gravity data, the 

“fill-in” values, are also characterized by the “roughest” gravity anomalies, with a ±46.8 mGal 

RMS gravity anomaly value, compared to ±34.5 mGal, which is the global RMS value of our 

present data.  This should come as no surprise, since the areas occupied with “fill-in” data cover 

some of the most mountainous areas of the Earth, like the Himalaya and the Andes.  We should 

also point out here that the RMS values of the error standard deviations of the data given in 

Table 2 represent the error estimates obtained from the LSC estimator of equation (40), before 

applying any error “calibration”.  These noise-only error estimates many times are rather 

optimistic.  Figure 3b displays geographically the source identification of the 5 arc-minute 

area-mean gravity anomalies in the merged file used to develop the EGM2008 model. 

 

 Some noteworthy aspects of this merged file include the extensive use of 5 arc-minute 

area-mean gravity anomalies from the Arctic Gravity Project (ArcGP) [Kenyon and Forsberg, 
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2008], and the avoidance of use of any Topographic/Isostatic mean anomalies [Pavlis and Rapp, 

1990].  Over Antarctica, the 5 arc-minute area-mean gravity anomalies were synthesized purely 

on the basis of the ITG-GRACE03S [Mayer-Gürr, 2007] model.  This makes the EGM2008 

model completely free of any isostatic hypothesis, at the cost of producing a smoother field over 

Antarctica, since ITG-GRACE03S is complete only up to degree and order 180.  Over parts of 

Siberia, as well as over France, Poland, and Colombia, the 5 arc-minute values used in the 

merged file were contributed to NGA by external organizations or individuals.  The “splicing” of 

the SS v18.1 altimetry-derived anomalies from SIO/NOAA with the DNSC07 values is also 

shown in Figure 3b.  Over the Gulf Stream and Kuroshio areas, where the increased sea surface 

variability makes the altimetry-derived anomalies less reliable, we made some use of marine 

gravity anomalies, after their quality was verified through comparisons with other independent 

marine gravity data. 

 

 

4. SOLUTION DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION 

 

4.1 Preliminary Solutions 

 

 During the course of this project, we developed several Preliminary Gravitational Models 

(PGM) in order to test various aspects of the solution and evaluate alternative modeling and 

estimation approaches.  The progression of our PGM developments also paralleled the 

availability of improved satellite-only solutions from the GRACE mission, as well as improved 

versions of the terrestrial and the altimetry-derived gravity anomaly data.  Three of these PGM 
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development efforts constituted significant milestones for this project.  We summarize the main 

modeling gains achieved in these PGM developments next. 

 

PGM2004A 

 

 PGM2004A [Pavlis et al., 2005] was the first gravitational model ever developed that 

extended to degree 2160.  Prior to PGM2004A, the GPM98A, B, and C solutions of Wenzel 

[1998], which extended to degree 1800, were the highest degree gravitational models available.  

However, beyond degree 1400, the GPM98A, B, and C models produced unrealistic gravity 

anomaly signal degree variances.  With the development of PGM2004A we demonstrated our 

technical capability to meet the challenges associated with this project.  PGM2004A used the 

GGM02S GRACE-only model [Tapley et al., 2005], which extends to degree and order 160, and 

whose spherical harmonic coefficients were accompanied by their error estimates.  The complete 

error covariance matrix of the GGM02S coefficients was not made available to this project.  A 

very preliminary version of the 5 arc-minute merged gravity anomaly file supported the 

development of PGM2004A.  Among other shortcomings, PGM2004A was developed based on 

gravity anomalies that had not been downward continued.  Nevertheless, as discussed by Pavlis 

et al. [2005], comparisons with TOPEX altimeter data, astrogeodetic deflections of the vertical, 

geoid undulations and/or height anomalies obtained from GPS positioning and spirit leveling, 

demonstrated clearly that PGM2004A performed quite well.  The results from these comparisons 

also indicated that the ±15 cm global RMS geoid undulation commission error goal set by NGA 

was well within reach.  Furthermore, in PGM2004A the error propagation approach of Pavlis 

and Saleh [2005], which we discuss in some detail in section 5, was successfully implemented 

for the first time. 



 

PGM2006A, B, and C 

 

 After the successful development of PGM2004A, the effort focused on the compilation and 

verification of several datasets that were deemed critical to the success of the project.  These 

included the compilation of the DTM2006.0 global topographic database, the computation of 

RTM-implied gravity anomalies, globally and on a regular grid, and the computation of the g  

analytical continuation terms, as we discussed in section 3.2.  In parallel, we continued to 

evaluate the candidate Mean Sea Surface (MSS) datasets that were produced at DNSC and were 

provided to us for evaluation. 

1

 

 We compiled an updated global 5 arc-minute merged gravity anomaly file, where we 

incorporated for the first time fill-in anomalies computed as we discussed in section 3.5.  The 

estimation of the gravity anomalies within this file employed a refined LSC prediction approach 

near the coastlines, where the available land, marine, and altimetry-derived gravity data were 

combined.  Using this global 5 arc-minute gravity anomaly file and the available  analytical 

continuation terms, we then created two combination solutions [Pavlis et al., 2006a]: 

PGM2006A, where the gravity anomalies were not downward continued, and, PGM2006B, 

where the gravity anomalies were downward continued.  Apart from the downward continuation, 

PGM2006A and B were identical in all other aspects of their development.  In both combination 

solutions the GGM02S GRACE-only model was used. 

g1

 

 Examination of the residual 5 arc-minute gravity anomalies from the respective least squares 

adjustments that produced PGM2006A and B demonstrated clearly the importance of the 
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downward continuation corrections.  These residuals are a measure of the difference between the 

gravity anomaly information implied by the GRACE-only model and the corresponding 

information contained in the merged 5 arc-minute gravity anomaly file that is input to the 

adjustment.  In Figure 4 we display side-by-side the residuals from PGM2006A and B, over an 

area in southern Alaska and western USA and Canada, where the effect of the use of the 

downward continuation terms was particularly pronounced.  It is clear that the GRACE-only 

model, which is independent of the terrestrial gravity information, “prefers” the downward 

continued anomalies, and, as expected, the discrimination is more pronounced over the rugged 

mountainous areas, where the downward continuation terms are more significant. 

 

 We evaluated the solutions PGM2006A, and B, using various independent data [Pavlis et al., 

2006a], as we had also done with PGM2004A.  It was reassuring to see that both 2006 solutions 

were performing considerably better than the 2004 solution, and furthermore that PGM2006B 

was outperforming PGM2006A.  This gave us confidence that our gravity anomaly prediction 

and processing methods were working well.  We also recognized however that improvements 

could be made to some aspects of the solution, particularly those aspects that could influence the 

estimation of a DOT model, as a by-product of the solution, by differencing the solution’s geoid 

from a MSS.  We discuss these aspects next. 

 

 A problem associated with GRACE-only gravitational models is the presence of systematic 

errors that manifest themselves as “stripes”, oriented in a more-or-less north-south direction, in 

model-derived quantities, such as geoid undulations and gravity anomalies.  These systematic 

errors were particularly evident in the early GRACE-only gravitational models.  To our 

knowledge, the specific origin(s) of these stripes remains unknown.  Imperfections in the 
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modeling and/or the estimation approach used for the recovery of the “static” gravitational 

signal, which requires the pre-filtering or the simultaneous estimation of all time-variable 

gravitational signals affecting the measurements, as well as sampling problems, both spatial and 

temporal, certainly contribute to the creation of these stripes.  The treatment of some of these 

problems still keeps improving as newer GRACE models are being developed, which are also 

based on data with ever improving spatial distribution.  The presence of these stripes creates 

significant problems especially in DOT modeling that uses GRACE-based geoid models.  

Post-processing approaches for “de-striping” GRACE products employ various filtering and 

smoothing techniques, as discussed, e.g., by Chambers and Zlotnicki [2004] and Swenson and 

Wahr [2006].  These techniques, in general, reduce the systematic errors at the expense of the 

spatial resolution of the GRACE products.  Some of them have the advantage that they involve 

only GRACE information therefore the post-processed product remains a “GRACE-only” 

estimate.  This is of little importance in our case, since we intend to combine the GRACE 

information with surface gravity and satellite altimetry data anyway.  Furthermore, in our case, 

any such filtering and/or smoothing procedure applied to the GRACE-only gravitational model 

coefficients would have to be reflected also on the error covariance matrix associated with these 

coefficients, through rigorous error propagation.  One may avoid these complications altogether, 

by recognizing that the combination of the GRACE information with surface gravity and satellite 

altimetry data, which are free of any stripe artifacts, could conceivably minimize the effects of 

the GRACE stripes, provided that the relative weights used in the combination solution for the 

different data are selected appropriately.  We opted for this latter approach, and considered the 

development for a “stripe-free” DOT model by-product of our solution, a primary optimization 

requirement for our EGM modeling effort.  To assist in our evaluation of the DOT models 

resulting from the subtraction of our PGM geoid models from various MSS models, we acquired 
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[Wunsch, personal communication, 2006] the DOT output for the 12-year period [1993, 2004], 

of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) version of the general circulation model 

known as ECCO (Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the Ocean).  This product is also 

described in [Wunsch and Heimbach, 2007]. 

 

 In October 2006, the DNSC team provided us with the fifth version of their MSS model, 

designated DNSC06E [Andersen, personal communication, 2006].  DNSC06E was delivered to 

us in 1, 2, and 5 arc-minute versions.  DNSC06E is an antecedent of the DNSC08 MSS 

discussed by Andersen and Knudsen [2009].  DNSC06E was based on TOPEX/Poseidon and 

Jason-1 altimeter data from the 12-year period [1993, 2004].  Building upon our experience with 

PGM2006A, and B, we developed the PGM2006C solution paying special attention to the DOT 

that it implied.  Over land areas, the differences between PGM2006B and PGM2006C are 

marginal.  Three DOT models were computed by subtracting 2 arc-minute area-mean values of 

height anomalies computed from three gravitational models, from the 2 arc-minute version of the 

DNSC06E MSS.  These 2 arc-minute DOT estimates were then averaged to 1°1° cells, without 

applying any other smoothing or filtering.  The gravitational models that we used in these 

comparisons were: (a) the GGM02C model [Tapley et al., 2005], which is complete to degree 

and order 200, augmented by the EGM96 model [Lemoine et al., 1998], from degree 201 to 

degree 360, (b) the EIGEN-GL04C model [Förste et al., 2008], which is complete to degree and 

order 360, and (c) the PGM2006C solution to spherical harmonic degree 2190.  In addition to 

these three models, we considered the 1°1° DOT model of [Chambers and Zlotnicki, 2004], 

which is also based on GGM02C augmented with EGM96, but results from the application of 

their iterative filtering approach.  Table 3 shows the standard deviation of the differences 

between the ECCO DOT estimate and the various MSS minus geoid model DOT estimates.  
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Geographic plots similar to those that we show in Figure 10 demonstrated that the use of the 

GGM02C model resulted in significant stripe artifacts in the DOT, as did the use of 

EIGEN-GL04C but to a lesser extent.  EIGEN-GL04C on the other hand created some “ringing” 

artifacts, similar to those that can be seen in Figure 10.  PGM2006C was largely free of any 

artifacts.  At the same time, the DOT implied by PGM2006C was not overly smooth, as was the 

DOT model of Chambers and Zlotnicki [2004].  The latter DOT model shows the smallest 

standard deviation difference with the ECCO model, but this may be because the ECCO model 

itself used the GGM02C_EGM96 geoid in its development [Wunsch, personal communication, 

2006].  These results, which were reported in [Pavlis et al., 2006b], gave us confidence that our 

relative data weighting approach was performing quite well, as far as the DOT estimation was 

concerned. 

 

 

PGM2007A and B 

 

 The development of PGM2007A and B constitutes the first of the two iterations of the general 

estimation approach that we discussed in section 2.1.  The computation of these two solutions 

incorporated all the essential elements of our estimation approach.  In addition, by the time of the 

development of these two solutions, we had assembled and prepared several sets of independent 

data, and we had set up standard procedures for the objective evaluation of our test solutions on a 

routine basis.  These test data also included the latest high resolution regional geoid models for 

the United States of America and for Australia that were available at that time.  For the USA, we 

acquired from http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/GEOID/USGG2003 the gravimetric geoid model 

USGG2003, which is also discussed in [Wang and Roman, 2004].  We also acquired from 

http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/GEOID/USGG2003
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http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/GEOID/DEFLEC99/ the deflections of the vertical that accompany the 

GEOID99 product of the US National Geodetic Survey (NGS), since a corresponding file for the 

deflections of the vertical accompanying the USGG2003 was not available.  For Australia, we 

acquired from http://www.ga.gov.au/geodesy/ausgeoid/files.jsp the AUSGeoid98 geoid model of 

[Featherstone et al., 2001].  Upon our request, we also received a set of astrogeodetic deflections 

of the vertical scattered over Australia [Featherstone, personal communication, 2006].  This set 

augmented our astrogeodetic deflection of the vertical test data holdings, which until that time 

contained only the set of values scattered over the Conterminous US area (CONUS), which are 

discussed also in [Jekeli, 1999].  These newly acquired test data sets allowed us to perform 

additional comparisons, resulting in a more thorough evaluation of our test solutions.  In section 

4.4, we provide more detailed discussion regarding our testing and evaluation procedures, 

including the results that we obtained from these tests for our final EGM2008 model. 

 

 Upon our request, in late January 2007 we received from NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory 

the JEM01-RL03B GRACE-only gravitational model along with its complete error covariance 

matrix [Watkins, personal communication, 2007].  This model is complete to degree and order 

120.  The availability of its complete error covariance matrix, which we converted from 

spherical to ellipsoidal harmonic representation as we discussed in section 2.2, also gave us the 

capability to test and verify our combination solution estimation algorithm that uses the 

block-diagonal approximation of this matrix, as we discussed in section 2.4. 

 

 In May of 2007, the DNSC provided to us the eighth version of their MSS, which was 

designated DNSC07C [Andersen, personal communication, 2007].  This version of the DNSC 

MSS had addressed several problems associated with the previous versions.  We evaluated the 

http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/GEOID/DEFLEC99/
http://www.ga.gov.au/geodesy/ausgeoid/files.jsp
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DNSC07C MSS, and found that it could be used to develop a preliminary DOT model.  This 

DOT model, along with the PGM, would form the reference models necessary for the re-iteration 

of the estimation of the altimetry-derived gravity anomalies. 

 

 In preparation for the PGM2007A and B solutions, an updated set of 5 arc-minute area-mean 

gravity anomalies was formed.  This set used the PGM2006B solution as the reference model in 

the LSC estimation algorithm, in place of the EGM96 solution [Lemoine et al., 1998] that had 

been used in all previous gravity anomaly estimations.  Over the areas occupied by proprietary 

data, the spectral content of the 5 arc-minute area-mean gravity anomalies from ellipsoidal 

harmonic degree 721 and up to degree 2159 was supplemented by the spectral information 

extracted from the RTM-implied gravity anomalies, as we discussed in section 3.5 (see also 

[Pavlis et al., 2007b] for additional details). 

 

 Careful examination of the DOT field implied by the DNSC07C MSS and the geoid 

undulations of the PGM2006C solution, which is shown in Figure 5a, indicated that over certain 

coastal areas, errors in the gravity anomaly data were corrupting the geoid solution in ways that 

primarily manifested themselves as broad-scale “ringing” patterns in the model-implied DOT 

field.  These patterns slowly dissipate into the ocean away from the coast, and are most clearly 

visible over the western coast of South America, as well as over some coastal areas of Africa and 

Indonesia. 

 

 These patterns were also correlated geographically with areas of large residual gravity 

anomalies from the least squares combination solution adjustment, indicating large discrepancies 

between the gravity information obtained from GRACE and the corresponding information 
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obtained from the terrestrial data.  To address this problem, we excluded the use of near-coastal 

marine gravimetric data from the estimation of the 5 arc-minute area-mean gravity anomalies 

over selected problematic coastal areas.  Over these areas, we used instead purely 

altimetry-derived gravity anomalies to the maximum extent possible.  This approach improved 

the situation considerably from the ocean side of the coastline.  However, we soon recognized 

that these “ringing” patterns originated, for the most part, from the inland side of the coastline.  

There, long wavelength errors in the terrestrial near-coastal data were causing problems in the 

combination solution, which were “propagating” into the ocean, thus corrupting the marine geoid 

and manifesting themselves most prominently in the implied DOT model.  We addressed this 

problem by replacing the degree 2 through 120 ellipsoidal harmonic spectral components of the 

terrestrial 5 arc-minute area-mean gravity anomaly data, with the corresponding component of 

the JEM01-RL03B GRACE-only gravitational model.  This data editing was implemented 

selectively over the most problematic land areas, such as the western coast of South America, 

some coastal areas of Africa and Indonesia, as well as over a few near-coastal ocean areas.  

Several iterations were required to “tune” this editing procedure towards yielding the “cleanest” 

possible DOT, i.e., the DOT least corrupted by artifacts associated with geoid model errors.  

Over Antarctica, we replaced the 5 arc-minute area-mean gravity anomaly data over the entire 

continent with values synthesized from the JEM01-RL03B GRACE-only gravitational model 

coefficients, from degree 2 to degree and order 120.  This replacement tapered some 300 km into 

the Southern Ocean. 

 

 During the development of the PGM2007A and B solutions we also tested and 

inter-compared the results from the implementation of the two alternative downward 

continuation approaches that we discussed in section 2.3.  We found that the downward 



continuation corrections computed using Method A, the approach based on the  terms, 

contained considerably higher spectral power at the longer wavelengths (approximately up to 

degree 380) compared to those computed using Method B.  Beyond degree 380, the corrections 

computed using Method B exhibited higher power than those computed using Method A.  

Examination of the respective residuals from two least squares adjustment combination solutions 

with the JEM01-RL03B GRACE-only model, each using either one of the two alternative 

downward continuation approaches, showed smaller residuals when Method A was used.  

Although the specific reason for this observed behavior is still not clear to us, after careful 

examination of the results, we adopted a “hybrid” method for the downward continuation of the 

5 arc-minute area-mean gravity anomalies.  Thereby, we form the downward continuation 

correction terms by spectrally combining the ellipsoidal harmonic coefficients from an analysis 

of the downward continuation correction terms obtained using Method A up to degree 380, with 

the corresponding coefficients from the analysis of the downward continuation correction terms 

obtained using Method B, from degree 381 to degree 2159.  Although this approach gave us the 

best overall results, in terms of reduced residuals with respect to GRACE and also validation 

with independent data, additional work should be done in the future, to better understand the 

exact reasons for this observed behavior. 

g1

 

 With the above considerations in mind, we performed the least squares combination of the 

JEM01-RL03B GRACE-only model with the gravitational information contained within the 5 

arc-minute area-mean gravity anomaly data, to create the PGM2007A solution [Pavlis et al., 

2007a].  We evaluated the PGM2007A solution thoroughly by examining the residual gravity 

anomalies from the least squares combination solution and by performing all the comparisons 

with independent data that were available to us.  Comparisons with GPS/Leveling data showed 
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that PGM2007A performed only slightly better than PGM2006B over CONUS and Australia, but 

demonstrated a more noticeable improvement over PGM2006B globally.  This was to be 

expected, as the terrestrial gravity data over the well-surveyed areas of CONUS and Australia, as 

well as their modeling, had changed only marginally between these two solutions.  More 

importantly, over two specific areas where our previous solutions were giving poor comparison 

results, PGM2007A demonstrated clear and substantial improvements.  Over France, with 167 

points compared, the standard deviation of the differences between GPS/Leveling geoid 

undulations and model-implied values dropped from ±13.1 cm for PGM2006B, to ±8.7 cm for 

PGM2007A.  Over Switzerland, with 115 points compared, the corresponding value dropped 

from ±27.0 cm for PGM2006B, to ±7.1 cm for PGM2007A.  Also noteworthy is the fact that 

PGM2007A outperformed both the USGG2003 and the AUSGeoid98 high resolution regional 

geoid models for CONUS and Australia, respectively, in the comparisons with GPS/Leveling 

data.  PGM2007A and PGM2006B showed roughly equivalent performance in the respective 

comparisons with the astrogeodetic deflections of the vertical over CONUS and Australia, with 

standard deviation differences of ±1.1 arc-seconds ( ) and ±1.2 arc-seconds ( ) over 

CONUS, and ±1.2 arc-seconds ( ) and ±1.3 arc-seconds ( ) over Australia.  PGM2007A 

performed slightly better than AUSGeoid98 in the comparisons with the astrogeodetic 

deflections over Australia, while DEFLEC99 performed best against the CONUS astrogeodetic 

deflections.  Most importantly, the DOT computed by subtracting the PGM2007A geoid from 

the DNSC07C MSS model showed significantly reduced “ringing” and other distortions near the 

coastlines, compared to the corresponding DOT from the previous PGM2006C model, as it can 

be seen by comparing panels (a) and (b) of Figure 5.  The improvements gained in our DOT 

modeling with the PGM2007A solution, and to a lesser extent with the DNSC07C MSS instead 

of the DNSC06E, were also evident from comparisons to the ECCO DOT output, similar to 
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those summarized in Table 3.  The standard deviation of the differences between the ECCO 

DOT model and the DOT model implied by the DNSC07C MSS minus the PGM2006C geoid 

model, over 33016 1°1° ocean cells, was ±8.7 cm.  This value dropped to ±7.7 cm for the 

DNSC07C MSS minus the PGM2007A geoid model.  We presented these results at the XXIV 

General Assembly of the International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics (IUGG) that was held 

in Perugia, Italy on July 2-13, 2007 [Pavlis et al., 2007a]. 

 

 At this juncture of the EGM project, we envisioned one additional re-iteration of the entire 

model estimation process before finalizing our EGM solution.  The timing, as well as the 

modeling gains that we had achieved with the development of PGM2007A, warranted therefore 

the release of that solution to the Special Working Group (SWG) of the IAG/IGFS for their 

independent evaluation.  At the XXIV IUGG General Assembly we released to this group the 

PGM2007A model, expressed both in the Tide-Free and in the Zero Tide system [Lemoine et al., 

1998, chapter 11], in spherical harmonic coefficients extending to degree 2190 and order 2159.  

In addition, we released to the same group the spherical harmonic coefficients of the 

DTM2006.0 heights and depths, computed using equation (32), complete from degree 0 to 

degree and order 2160.  Anticipating that most of the members of this group would need to have 

well-tested and verified computer software, capable of evaluating various gravitational field 

functionals from such high degree and order expansions, already in 2006 we had publicly 

released to this SWG the FORTRAN program HARMONIC_SYNTH [Holmes and Pavlis, 

2006], along with test input and output data and associated documentation.  Nevertheless, 

recognizing that these computations could have been challenging for some members of the 

SWG, we also provided the SWG with global, 2 arc-minute grids of gravity anomalies, height 
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anomalies, and geoid undulations computed from PGM2007A, as well as software to read the 

values off these grids. 

 

 After the release of PGM2007A to the SWG, we continued with some refinements to the 

gravitational model, aiming specifically at the development of an optimal DOT model.  To this 

end, we refined the PGM2007A solution, and developed a model designated PGM2007B.  

PGM2007B incorporated some refinements over those near-coastal areas where the degree 2 

through 120 ellipsoidal harmonic spectral components of the terrestrial 5 arc-minute area-mean 

gravity anomaly data could be usefully replaced with the corresponding components of the 

JEM01-RL03B GRACE-only gravitational model.  Also, PGM2007B was developed using a 

slightly different weighting scheme, compared to PGM2007A. 

 

 We computed a DOT surface grid by subtracting the PGM2007B geoid undulations from the 

DNSC07C MSS model.  We then edited this DOT surface, in order to minimize the effect of 

some obvious artifacts, present in the DNSC07C MSS.  This process included the 

smoothing-over of a linear “step” feature running along the parallel at 64°S, and the masking of 

certain cells containing suspiciously high DOT spikes, gradients or roughness, particularly near 

the coast.  Using harmonic analysis, we developed a spherical harmonic model of this edited 

DOT surface, designated DOT2007A.  We truncated this model to degree and order 50, in order 

to avoid any remaining stripe artifacts resulting from the influence of the GRACE information in 

our combination solution.  PGM2007B and DOT2007A were the fields that we used consistently 

as reference models for the estimation of both the altimetry-derived gravity anomalies (section 

3.3), and for the terrestrial LSC predictions (section 3.4), for the second and final re-iteration of 

our model estimation process.  PGM2007B was not released to the SWG for evaluation, as this 
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solution was only a slight variant of PGM2007A, and the two solutions were essentially identical 

over land areas. 

 

4.2 Evaluation of PGM2007A by the IAG/IGFS SWG 

 

 By the end of October 2007, thanks to the prompt response by several members of the 

IAG/IGFS SWG, 19 reports from the evaluation of PGM2007A were made available to us.  The 

majority of these reports involved comparisons with locally available gravity anomaly data and 

with geoid undulations or height anomalies from GPS positioning and leveling data, as well as 

comparisons with local and regional high resolution geoid models.  Minkang Cheng (Univ. of 

Texas, Center for Space Research – UT/CSR) reported orbit fit comparison results, using 

satellites tracked by Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR).  These comparisons are particularly sensitive 

to long wavelength errors in the gravitational model.  However, after the inclusion in 

combination solutions of the highly accurate long wavelength gravitational information from 

GRACE, acceptable results from these comparisons constitute a necessary but not sufficient 

condition for the long wavelength accuracy of the model, as we also discuss in section 4.4 (see 

also Table 4).  Newton’s Bulletin Issue n°4 [2009], contains 25 reports from the evaluation of our 

final solution EGM2008.  Most of these reports include also the results from the evaluation of 

PGM2007A. 

 

 We carefully studied the reports from the evaluation of PGM2007A, and made an effort to 

address any comments indicating that the performance of the model could be improved, at least 

over those areas where we had available the data necessary to address such comments.  Two 

specific cases where the information that we received from the SWG proved beneficial to the 
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development of the final model involve the report that we received from Jonas Ågren (Swedish 

mapping, cadastre and registry authority) for the evaluation of PGM2007A over Sweden, and the 

report from Heiner Denker (Institut für Erdmessung, Hannover, Germany) who evaluated 

PGM2007A over Eurasia.  The former indicated that some of the gravity anomaly data from the 

Arctic Gravity Project over Scandinavia, north of the 64°N parallel, could be improved; the latter 

revealed some problems over Eurasia, the most severe of which involved the data over Turkey.  

There, after some comparisons we determined that the data, contrary to their documentation, had 

the terrain corrections included in their values.  We re-examined carefully our data over these 

problematic areas and corrected these problems in the next, and final, re-iteration of our LSC 

estimation of gravity anomalies, which produced the data used in the final EGM2008 model. 

 

 The independent evaluation of PGM2007A from the IAG/IGFS SWG verified for us the 

significant modeling gains, which we had achieved with that solution.  In addition to the 

feedback that we received from the SWG, we contacted Michael Watkins and Dah-Ning Yuan 

(NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory – JPL) and asked whether they could perform comparisons 

involving fits to K-band range-rate data from GRACE.  Yuan [personal communication, 2007] 

provided us with the RMS fits to K-band range-rate data, computed from 30 daily arcs spanning 

the month of November 2005, using PGM2007B, as well as two contemporary GRACE-only 

solutions, one computed at UT/CSR, the other at JPL.  These results indicated to us a critical 

shortcoming of the PGM2007B model, which was not identified in any of the other comparisons 

reported by the SWG.  Namely, the weight of the GRACE information was too low, compared to 

the weight used for the terrestrial data in PGM2007B (and PGM2007A).  This tended to “favor” 

comparisons with GPS/Leveling data, but resulted in unacceptable performance in the GRACE 
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K-band range-rate data comparisons.  This critical issue was resolved in the development of the 

final EGM2008 model, as we discuss in section 4.4 (see also Figure 8). 

 

4.3 The Final EGM2008 Solution 

 

 In late October 2007, we acquired the ITG-GRACE03S GRACE-only model [Mayer-Gürr, 

2007], complete to degree and order 180, along with its complete error covariance matrix, as we 

discussed in section 3.1.  We compared this solution to the JEM01-RL03B GRACE-only model, 

and verified that ITG-GRACE03S represented a substantial improvement over JEM01-RL03B, 

both in terms of reduced stripe artifacts, and it terms of higher resolution.  By early February 

2008, we had at our disposal all the “ingredients” necessary for the development of the next and 

final model, including the latest 5 arc-minute area-mean terrestrial gravity anomalies obtained 

from the last re-iteration of our LSC estimation algorithm, using the procedure that we described 

in section 3.4, and the two sets of altimetry-derived gravity anomalies, DNSC07 and SS v18.1, 

which we combined as we discussed in section 3.3.  We then compiled our merged 5 arc-minute 

area-mean global gravity anomaly file by combining the terrestrial and altimetry-derived data 

files, as we discussed in section 3.6.  Wherever we were using gravity anomaly information from 

the JEM01-RL03B GRACE-only model in the previous merged file that supported the 

development of PGM2007B, we replaced that information with the corresponding one obtained 

from the ITG-GRACE03S model, complete to degree and order 180, in the current merged file.  

We carefully examined the data within this merged file, paying special attention to smooth out 

any existing discontinuities over the boundaries between data from different sources.  We also 

applied to the 5 arc-minute area-mean gravity anomalies of this merged file the ellipsoidal 

corrections (see also [Pavlis, 1988] and [Rapp and Pavlis, 1990]) and the correction associated 



with the use of orthometric instead of normal heights in the numerical evaluation of the 

Molodensky free-air gravity anomalies [Pavlis, 1998].  We used the reference PGM2007B 

solution to evaluate these corrections.  Finally, we analytically continued downward the 5 

arc-minute gravity anomalies, from the Earth’s topography where they refer, to the reference 

ellipsoid, using the same “hybrid” method that we had used in the development of the 

PGM2007A and B solutions.  Over Taiwan and Hawaii, we used the downward continuation 

approach of the elevation-based  terms (Method A of section 2.3), and over Antarctica we 

used the iterative gradient approach (Method B of section 2.3), since in our merged file all 

gravity anomaly values over Antarctica were synthesized from the ITG-GRACE03S model to 

degree and order 180. 

g1

 

 Using our complete global 5 arc-minute grid of merged gravity anomalies we estimated an 

initial set of “terrestrial” ellipsoidal harmonic coefficients complete from degree 2 to degree and 

order 2159, according to the formulation of equations (19) through (22), employing the “BD1” 

block-diagonal approximation of the normal equations, and a preliminary set of gravity anomaly 

weights.  The residuals from this fit of ellipsoidal harmonic coefficients to the 5 arc-minute data 

had an area-weighted mean value of 0.000 mGal, as expected, since we had already removed 

from the data the contributions from degrees zero and one, and an area-weighted standard 

deviation of ±0.452 mGal.  Weighting of area-mean values by the area of the corresponding 

equiangular cell accounts for the variable area represented by such values at different absolute 

latitudes.  This weighting is a function of the cosine of latitude.  Recall that these residuals are 

only a measure of “goodness of fit”.  For comparison purposes, we mention here that Wenzel 

[1998] reported corresponding RMS residual misfits of ±5.3 mGal, ±5.1 mGal, and ±7.9 mGal 

for GPM98A, B, and C, respectively, considering in all cases expansions to degree 1799.  Albeit 
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preliminary, the weights used for the 5 arc-minute area-mean gravity anomalies enabled us to 

perform a meaningful initial combination solution with the ITG-GRACE03S model, using also 

the BD1 approximation of its error covariance matrix.  This initial solution was the starting point 

for the “calibration” of the 5 arc-minute gravity anomaly error estimates and the relative 

weighting of the GRACE information versus the gravity anomaly information in the combination 

solution, as we discuss next. 

 

 One expects the errors associated with the 5 arc-minute area-mean gravity anomalies used in 

the combination solution to be correlated.  These error correlations may arise from the LSC 

algorithm used to estimate the 5 arc-minute area-mean values, since this algorithm employs 

overlapping point-value data to simultaneously estimate all the 5 arc-minute area-mean values 

residing within each 1°1° cell.  In addition, the presence of un-modeled regional systematic 

biases in the terrestrial data [Pavlis, 1998] may also correlate the errors regionally.  The problem 

is that these error correlations are very difficult to estimate accurately, and furthermore, the size 

of the error covariance matrix associated with the 9331200 5 arc-minute data is so large, that the 

presence of off-diagonal elements attaining arbitrary values in this matrix makes the solution 

extremely demanding computationally.  To overcome these problems, a common practice in the 

development of combination solutions has been to consider a diagonal weight matrix for the 

gravity anomalies, and modify in some fashion the weights of the gravity anomaly data in an 

attempt to compensate for the omission of the error correlations.  These weight modifications, 

which generally increase the standard deviations of the gravity anomalies, are designed with the 

objective to yield an optimal least squares adjustment combination of the gravity anomaly 

information with the long-wavelength satellite-only information.  Such approaches have been 

used in the development of, e.g., OSU89A/B [Rapp and Pavlis, 1990] and EGM96 [Lemoine et 
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al., 1998].  An undesirable side effect of these weighting approaches is that they generally yield 

unrealistically large gravity anomaly error spectra at the higher degrees, as it can be seen in 

[Rapp and Pavlis, 1990, Figure 12], where the signal degree variances dip below the noise near 

degree 260, although the OSU89B model contained significant reliable signal information up to 

its maximum degree 360.  In EGM96, to compensate for this side effect, an a priori constraint 

was applied at the higher degrees of the solution, as N. Pavlis in [Lemoine et al., 1998, section 

8.5.6] discusses in detail.  However, this approach, besides the noise, slightly dampens the signal 

spectrum as well, which could have contributed to EGM96 being slightly underpowered at the 

higher degrees [cf. Jekeli, 1999]. 

 

 In order to avoid the limitations of the weighting approaches used in the past, we designed 

and implemented a different method for the calibration of the gravity anomaly weights and the 

propagated error properties of the solution.  The two essential elements of our approach are: (a) 

the comparison of gravimetric quantities obtained from a test solution to independent data, and, 

(b) the error propagation method that we describe in section 5.1.  The comparison of various 

gravimetric quantities implied by a test combination solution to independent data, such as geoid 

heights obtained from GPS positioning and leveling data, astrogeodetic deflections of the 

vertical, and TOPEX altimeter data, provides estimates of the total, i.e., commission plus 

omission errors associated with the model.  These estimates reflect actual performance of the 

model, and vary as a function of data source, terrain roughness, geographic area, and gravimetric 

functional in question.  Of course, due care should be given to the fact that the independent data 

are not perfect either.  On the other hand, the propagation of gravity anomaly errors and formal 

error estimates derived from the covariance matrix of the ITG-GRACE03S model provide 

statistical estimates of the error properties of the combination solution.  We consider that the data 
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weights have been properly calibrated, when the actual performance of the model matches its 

estimated error properties to a satisfactory degree.  This can be achieved in an iterative fashion, 

by appropriate modifications of the data weights. 

 

 We initialized this iterative approach by partitioning the global set of 5 arc-minute gravity 

anomalies into 23 distinct “classes” representing various geographic regions and/or data types, 

such as terrestrial or altimetry-derived values.  We assigned, more or less empirically, to each 

class a unique initial overall “error profile” consisting of the values corresponding to the 

minimum, maximum, and RMS gravity anomaly error over that class.  We then generated initial 

error estimates for each individual 5 arc-minute gravity anomaly within the class, consistent with 

the overall error profile of each class.  In this process, we accounted for the variation of the 

gravity anomaly error within each class using several proxy metrics, including the individual 5 

arc-minute gravity anomaly error estimates obtained from the LSC estimator, gravimetric and 

topographic roughness information, and observed discrepancies of our test solution with 

independent data.  Using the methodology described in section 5.1, we then propagated the error 

estimates of the 5 arc-minute gravity anomalies onto gravimetric quantities such as geoid heights 

and deflections of the vertical, accounting also for the contribution of the ITG-GRACE03S 

model errors in the formation of the entire commission error budget.  We then compared these 

geographically specific commission error estimates with the performance of our test solution 

against independent data.  The latter represents actual performance when the independent data 

cover the geographic area in question in a fairly uniform fashion, e.g., as altimeter data do over 

most of the ocean.  Over areas where the independent data coverage is inadequate or where such 

data are missing altogether, the performance of our test solution was gauged by extrapolating its 

actual performance from areas where the gravity data quality and the terrain characteristics are 
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similar.  For each class, the discrepancies between the estimates of the test solution errors and 

the actual performance of the test solution itself, guided the refinements necessary to the error 

assignment scheme used for that class.  This process was iterated several times, until the 

geographically specific error estimates obtained through error propagation, satisfactorily 

matched the observed or extrapolated performance of the actual solution, as reflected in the 

comparisons with independent data.  Within this error calibration process, we also employed a 

set of spectral weights.  Their purpose was to ensure that the error degree variances associated 

with the solution, particularly at the very high degrees, would be meaningful, i.e., the signal 

spectrum would not dip “prematurely” below the propagated error spectrum, and would also 

correspond to the results obtained from the geographically specific error propagation.  In this 

fashion, the error properties of the solution examined either spectrally, or geographically, or 

gauged through comparisons with independent data are all to be consistent, as we discuss in 

more detail in section 5. 

 

 Of critical importance for the optimality of the combination solution, is the weight of the 

satellite information relative to that of the “terrestrial” gravity anomaly information in the least 

squares adjustment.  Terrestrial is in quotes, since the global gravity anomaly dataset used here 

contains also altimetry-derived and airborne gravity anomalies, whose acquisition relies on 

methods that are not confined to the surface of the Earth.  This notation, with this meaning, is 

used throughout our paper.  In the development of our final EGM2008 combination solution, the 

original ITG-GRACE03S normal equations were down-weighted by a factor of 25.  This 

corresponds to an increase of the formal errors of the ITG-GRACE03S solution by a factor of 

five.  This down-weighting was established empirically, through an iterative process aiming to 

produce a combination solution with the minimal amount of GRACE stripe artifacts, which 
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would perform satisfactorily in orbit fit comparisons, including those involving GRACE K-band 

range-rate data, which were problematic in our previous, PGM2007B, solution. 

 

 Using the calibrated error estimates both for the “terrestrial” data and for the 

ITG-GRACE03S normal equations, we combined these two sources of gravitational field 

information in a least squares adjustment that yielded the final EGM2008 solution.  Figure 6a 

shows the 5 arc-minute residual gravity anomalies from this adjustment.  These residuals 

represent differences between the gravity anomaly information obtained from GRACE and the 

corresponding information contained in the “terrestrial” data, up to ellipsoidal harmonic degree 

180.  Up to this degree the RMS gravity anomaly residual is approximately ±2.3 mGal.  As 

expected, large residuals occur over areas where the gravity anomaly data are of poor quality, 

such as over certain regions in Africa, Asia, South America and some mostly coastal areas of 

Greenland.  Due to the high quality of altimetry-derived gravity anomalies, over most ocean 

areas the residuals are within ±2 mGal.  Notice however that over areas with increased sea 

surface variability, such as over some regions in the Southern Ocean, the residuals faithfully 

reflect the increased noise in the altimetry-derived gravity anomalies.  Of course, the small 

residuals over Antarctica simply reflect the fact that the ITG-GRACE03S gravitational model 

itself was used to fill-in the entire continent with synthetic gravity anomaly values. 

 

 Figure 6b shows the 5 arc-minute gravity anomaly differences ITG-GRACE03S minus 

EGM2008.  These have a global RMS value of approximately ±1.0 mGal.  Ideally, if our relative 

weighting scheme was perfect, the “terrestrial” data within our combination solution should have 

enabled us to filter out of the ITG-GRACE03S model all the stripe artifacts.  In turn, the 

ITG-GRACE03S model should have enabled us to filter out of the “terrestrial” gravity anomalies 
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all errors with wavelengths longer than the shortest wavelength that is represented accurately 

within ITG-GRACE03S.  In such an ideal case, Figure 6a should have contained only errors 

associated with the “terrestrial” data, while Figure 6b should have contained only stripe artifact 

features (regarding stripe artifacts, see also Figures 9a and 10a).  Examination of Figures 6a and 

6b indicates that this is indeed the case in general, certainly over all areas covered with high 

quality gravity data.  Only over some areas with gravity data of poor quality, such as some 

regions in Africa, Asia, and South America, the imperfections in our weighting scheme seem to 

have caused a small part of the gravity anomaly error to creep into the EGM2008 combination 

solution, as it can be seen from Figure 6b. 

 

 Figure 7a displays the gravity anomaly degree variances, computed based on equation (39), 

for the signal and error spectra associated with the final EGM2008 model up to ellipsoidal 

degree 2159.  As expected, due to the extremely high accuracy of the GRACE information, the 

ITG-GRACE03S model dominates the low degree part of the EGM2008 solution.  Therefore the 

EGM2008 error up to degree approximately 70 is practically identical to the calibrated error of 

ITG-GRACE03S.  The “terrestrial” gravity information dominates at the higher degrees, and the 

error spectrum of EGM2008 beyond degree approximately 120 is practically identical to the 

calibrated error of its surface gravity component.  The transition from GRACE to surface gravity 

information takes place within the degree range 70 to 120, as it is shown more clearly in the 

enlargement of Figure 7b.  The EGM2008 signal spectrum dips below its estimated noise 

spectrum at ellipsoidal harmonic degree 2090 or so. 

 

4.4 Evaluation of EGM2008 Using Independent Data 
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 The residual gravity anomalies and the error spectra associated with a combination solution 

represent internal consistency indicators of the quality of a solution.  Comparisons with data 

independent from the solution offer a verification and validation capability, necessary to assess 

the actual performance of a model.  A single, global set of independent data with the spectral 

sensitivity and accuracy necessary to test the entire spectral bandwidth of the model and its 

complete global coverage does not exist.  Even if it did, it would probably have been used for the 

estimation of a solution in the first place, thus eliminating its independence from the model being 

tested.  Therefore, one is forced to use independent data of different spectral sensitivities and/or 

geographic extent, in an effort to evaluate a solution based on tests of complimentary spectral 

and/or geographic character [cf. Pavlis et al., 1999]. 

 

Orbit Fit Tests 

 

 Table 4, which was kindly provided by Minkang Cheng (UT/CSR), shows the average RMS 

residual from 3-day orbit fits, spanning the year 2003, for six SLR-tracked spacecraft.  The fits 

were performed without, as well as with, the adjustment of one cycle-per-revolution (1-cpr) 

empirical accelerations (see also [Colombo, 1986, 1989]), and are reported for EGM96 [Lemoine 

et al., 1998], GGM02C [Tapley et al., 2005], and the EGM2008 solution.  The models that 

include GRACE information, GGM02C and EGM2008, show practically the same performance 

in these tests, and an improvement over the pre-GRACE EGM96 solution, especially for the 

lower altitude spacecraft Stella, Starlette, and BE-C.  Additional details about these orbit fit tests 

can be found in [Cheng et al., 2009]. 
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 As we noted previously, satisfactory results from the orbit fit tests shown in Table 4 represent 

a necessary but not sufficient condition for the quality of any GRACE-based model.  The results 

from these tests are very similar for any GRACE-based model, due to the limited spectral 

sensitivity of these tests, in conjunction with the very high accuracy of the long wavelength 

gravitational information provided by the GRACE data [Cheng et al., 2009].  These tests may be 

capable of revealing serious flaws in the long wavelength component of a combination solution.  

No such flaws were revealed when testing the PGM2007A solution [ibid., 2009].  But the tests 

did not prove to be sensitive enough to reveal the imperfections of our weighting of the GRACE 

information in the PGM2007A and B solutions, which were only revealed when the GRACE 

K-band range-rate data fits were examined.  Given our experience with the PGM2007B solution, 

a test critical for the adoption of the final EGM2008 solution was the performance of the model 

in these GRACE K-band range-rate data fits.  The precision of these data is higher than ±0.2 

m/s, probably reaching ±0.1 m/s [Rowlands, personal communication, 2012].  These data 

cannot be considered independent from EGM2008, since our model has already incorporated the 

ITG-GRACE03S information.  RMS fits to GRACE K-band range-rate data computed from 26 

daily arcs spanning the month of November 2005 were performed at NASA’s Goddard Space 

Flight Center [Luthcke, personal communication, 2008].  The results are shown in Figure 8.  It is 

obvious that the weighting scheme used in EGM2008 has resolved the problem of PGM2007B in 

this test.  The EGM2008 performance of ±0.385 µm/s average RMS over the 26 arcs, is only 

marginally inferior to GGM02C’s performance of ±0.312 µm/s, reflecting most likely a different 

philosophy in the relative weighting of the GRACE versus the surface data information in the 

two solutions. 

 

Comparisons with GPS/Leveling Data 



 

 Over several years we have maintained a global database of GPS/Leveling (GPS/L) data, 

generously contributed by various colleagues.  These data remain independent from any of our 

gravitational models.  Currently, the “thinned” version of our database contains a total of 12387 

points, distributed over 52 countries or territories.  The thinning of the points, which we apply 

after careful inspection of the geographic distribution of the original GPS/L data within each of 

our data sources, aims to avoid clusters of points located extremely close to each other.  Such 

clusters may affect significantly the statistics of our comparisons and may produce misleading 

results.  Our thinning algorithm considers only the geographic location of the data, and does not 

discard any points based on comparisons with any gravitational model.  The global distribution 

of our GPS/L stations is uneven, with the majority of our data located over North America, 

Europe, and Australia, and considerably fewer points over South America, Asia, and Africa.  

4201 of our thinned data were located over CONUS.  These data originated from an update of 

the file documented in [Milbert, 1998] and were made available by the National Geodetic Survey 

in 1999.  Within our database, some of the GPS/L data sources provide geoid undulations ( N ), 

while others provide height anomalies ( ).  We account for this in our comparisons, using 

Rapp’s [1997] formulation and the spherical harmonic coefficients from the analysis of the 

DTM2006.0 database that we discussed in section 3.2, in order to compute the height anomaly to 

geoid undulation conversion terms, to a spherical harmonic degree commensurate to the 

maximum degree of the model being tested.  Table 5 summarizes the results from our GPS/L 

comparisons over CONUS.  In these comparisons, we segment the data by State within the USA 

(see also [Smith and Roman, 2001]), and we apply a ±2 meter editing criterion to the differences 

between GPS/L undulations and model-derived values.  We compute statistics of GPS/L 

undulations minus model-derived values after removing a bias, as well as after removing a linear 
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trend from the differences within each State.  A bias, i.e., a non-zero mean value of the 

differences between the GPS/L and the gravimetric geoid undulations, represents primarily the 

combined effect of any offset that may be present in the realization of a leveling datum 

compared to the gravimetric geoid, and the difference between the semi-major axis of the 

ellipsoid used to derive ellipsoidal (geodetic) heights from the GPS-derived Cartesian 

coordinates and that of the “ideal” mean-Earth ellipsoid with respect to which our gravimetric 

geoid undulations were computed.  This “ideal” mean-Earth is defined such that the geoid 

undulations defined with respect to its surface average to zero globally.  In Table 5, the tabulated 

standard deviations represent values weighted by the number of points within each State. 

 

 Table 5 includes the statistics of the differences between the GPS/L undulations and those 

from EGM96 [Lemoine et al., 1998] to degree 360, GGM02C [Tapley et al., 2005] up to degree 

200 augmented with EGM96 from degree 201 to 360, EIGEN-GL04C [Förste et al., 2008] to 

degree 360, as well as with the detailed 1 arc-minute gravimetric geoid USGG2003, which is 

discussed in Wang and Roman [2004].  Progressing from EGM96 to the newer GRACE-based 

models that are expected to be more accurate, the number of points passing the ±2 meter editing 

criterion is generally increasing, while the standard deviation of the differences is generally 

decreasing, as they should.  When truncated to degree 360, the EGM2008 combination solution 

performs noticeably better than its contemporary solutions GGM02C and EIGEN-GL04C.  

When extended to spherical harmonic degree 2190, EGM2008 results in no edited points using 

the ±2 meter criterion, and performs better than even the detailed gravimetric geoid USGG2003, 

whose 1 arc-minute resolution corresponds to spherical harmonic degree 10800. 
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 In Table 6 we summarize the results from similar GPS/Leveling data comparisons, using the 

entire compliment of our globally distributed sets of points.  Again, the truncated to degree 360 

version of EGM2008 outperforms its contemporary solutions GGM02C and EIGEN-GL04C.  

Using EGM2008 to its maximum degree 2190, results in ±13.0 cm weighted standard deviation 

after removing a bias per data set, and ±10.3 cm after removing a linear trend per data set.  These 

results indicate that EGM2008 may have reached or even surpassed the ±15 cm global RMS 

geoid undulation commission error goal set by NGA at the beginning of this project.  Of course, 

we should note here that the distribution of GPS/Leveling data is confined to land areas only, 

and over these areas is certainly not uniform.  In most cases, high quality GPS/Leveling data 

exist over the same areas covered with high quality gravity data. 

 

 The increased accuracy and resolution of EGM2008 as compared to other models, mandates 

special attention to the fact that the geoid undulations or height anomalies obtained from the 

GPS/Leveling data are not error free.  Table 7 shows the results from GPS/L comparisons using 

534 points distributed over mainland Australia.  These comparisons were performed using the 

same ±2 meter editing criterion and the same computational procedure for the height anomaly to 

geoid undulation conversion terms as in all our GPS/L comparisons.  Compared to CONUS, the 

results here are systematically poorer for all models.  For EGM2008 to degree 2190 they are 

poorer by approximately a factor of two, compared to the corresponding results shown in Table 

5.  Interestingly, EGM2008 to degree 2190 outperforms the AUSGeoid98 geoid model 

[Featherstone et al., 2001], whose 2 arc-minute resolution corresponds to spherical harmonic 

degree 5400.  The poorer performance by the various geoid models may reflect errors in the 

GPS/L geoid undulations, rather than errors in the geoid models.  This hypothesis is also 

supported by comparison results that we obtained using 48 high accuracy GPS/L points 



distributed over Australia’s South West Seismic Zone [Featherstone et al., 2004, Figure 1].  

These results are shown in Table 8.  Although our sample here is small, the various geoid models 

demonstrate a performance that is similar to their performance over CONUS. 

 

Comparisons with Astrogeodetic Deflections of the Vertical 

 

 Astrogeodetic deflections of the vertical are particularly useful for the evaluation of the high 

degree part of a gravitational model.  Two sets of such independent data were available to us.  

One consists of 3561 pairs of meridional and prime-vertical deflections ( , ) distributed over 

CONUS.  This set is also discussed in [Jekeli, 1999].  The other set consists of 1080 ( , ) 

pairs, scattered over Australia [Featherstone, personal communication, 2006].  Using the 

specific procedures discussed in detail in [Jekeli, 1999], we compared the independent 

astrogeodetic ( , ) data in these two sets to the corresponding gravimetric values computed by 

various models.  The RMS differences ( , ) are shown in Table 9. 

 

 As expected, the results are practically equivalent for all models extending to degree 360.  A 

significant reduction of the RMS differences by approximately a factor of three occurs when 

EGM2008 is extended to degree 2190.  Up to that degree, the performance of EGM2008 is 

marginally inferior to that of the detailed DEFLEC99 model that has a 1 arc-minute resolution, 

and marginally superior to the performance of the 2 arc-minute resolution AUSGeoid98 model.  

It should be emphasized here that despite the high resolution of EGM2008, there is a significant 

contribution to the deflections of the vertical arising from harmonics beyond the maximum 

degree of EGM2008.  This omission error of EGM2008 may be reduced considerably, using the 
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Residual Terrain Modeling approach, in a fashion similar to our augmentation of the 

gravitational information beyond degree 720 in the fill-in anomalies, as [Hirt et al., 2010] 

demonstrated recently. 

 

Comparisons with TOPEX Altimeter Data 

 

 Over a set of reference locations on the 10-day repeat ground-track of the TOPEX/Poseidon 

altimeter satellite, we have formed temporally averaged values of the Sea Surface Heights 

(SSH), sampled at the rate of one-per-second, by “stacking” altimeter data over the 6-year period 

from 1993 to 1998.  This mean track contains 517835 1 Hz SSH values.  Over these locations we 

compute residual SSH as: 

 

  ,                                (41)  rSSH  SSH  N Mod Mod

 

where   is the geoid undulation implied by a gravitational model and  is the Dynamic 

Ocean Topography implied by a DOT model.  The DOT2007A model discussed in section 4.1, 

complete to degree and order 50, was used in all the comparisons whose results are summarized 

in Table 10.  We have also formed 494350 along-track residual SSH slope values, by 

differencing consecutive residual SSH values and dividing these differences by the distance of 

the sub-satellite points.  To avoid data gaps, no slopes were formed if the consecutive 

sub-satellite points were further than 8 km apart from each other.  We have also applied a 200 m 

depth threshold, in order to avoid shallow water areas where tidal corrections may be less 

N Mod Mod
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accurate.  Inland and enclosed seas, such as the Caspian, Mediterranean, Black and Red Seas, 

and the Hudson Bay were excluded from this comparison.  

 

 In Table 10 we show the maximum absolute residual SSH and residual SSH slope, as well as 

the standard deviation of these quantities, for the same global models as those compared in our 

GPS/L tests.  Up to degree 360, the EGM2008 solution clearly outperforms its contemporary 

models GGM02C and EIGEN-GL04C, both in terms of the residual SSH and the residual SSH 

slope comparisons.  Expanding the EGM2008 solution to its maximum degree yields an 

improvement by a factor of approximately three in the standard deviation of  rSSH , and a factor 

of 6.3 in the standard deviation of rSSH  slopes, compared to its truncated to degree 360 

version. 

 

Dynamic Ocean Topography Comparisons 

 

 In late January of 2008, the DNSC provided to us the twelfth version of their MSS, which was 

designated DNSC08B [Andersen, personal communication, 2008].  This MSS model is identical 

to the DNSC08 MSS model discussed by Andersen and Knudsen [2009].  DNSC08B was 

delivered to us in 1, 2, and 5 arc-minute versions.  We used this MSS to compare the DOT 

implied by EGM2008 and by its contemporary GRACE-based gravitational models GGM02C 

[Tapley et al., 2005] and EIGEN-GL04C [Förste et al., 2008].  For this test, we created three sets 

of residual SSH by subtracting area-mean values of height anomalies computed from the three 

gravitational models over 2 arc-minute cells, from the 2 arc-minute version of the DNSC08B 

MSS.  As before, we augmented GGM02C with the EGM96 coefficients from degree 201 to 360, 

and we used EIGEN-GL04C to degree 360.  We computed the height anomalies from all three 
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models in the “Mean Tide” system, to be consistent with the permanent tide system in which the 

DNSC08B MSS is expressed.  We averaged the 2 arc-minute residual SSH values over 6 

arc-minute and over 1° equiangular cells, without applying any other smoothing or filtering.  

These residual SSH represent also “direct” estimates of the DOT.  Apart from the DOT signal, 

they are composed of errors present in the MSS, as well as errors of commission and of omission 

associated with each gravitational model used to define the geoid.  The accuracy and resolution 

of the GRACE-based geoid information is the primary factor affecting the accuracy and 

resolution of the DOT that can be extracted from these residual SSH.  The three DOT estimates 

obtained in this fashion are shown in Figure 9. 

 

 The omission error associated with the two models that extend to degree 360 is visible in 

Figure 9, especially over trenches and sea mount chains, where these models fail to capture the 

large variations of the geoid, which are also present in the 6 arc-minute averages of the MSS.  

The DOT estimate based on GGM02C shows significant stripe artifacts.  These are less 

pronounced in the estimate that is based on EIGEN-GL04C, which produces though some 

“ringing” artifacts that are most evident around the coast of New Zealand.  The EGM2008 

estimate of the DOT is largely free of the artifacts and shortcomings of the estimates based on 

the other two models.  Over the 4247328 6 arc-minute cells displayed in Figure 9, the standard 

deviation of the residual SSH is ±66.60 cm based on GGM02C, ±66.58 cm based on 

EIGEN-GL04C, and ±63.97 cm based on EGM2008. 

 

 We also compared the residual SSH computed from these three gravitational models and 

averaged over 1°1° cells, to the DOT output for the 12-year period [1993, 2004] of the MIT 

version of the ECCO general circulation model [cf. Wunsch and Heimbach, 2007], as we have 
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also discussed before (see Table 3).  The results are displayed in Figure 10.  Again, the use of 

GGM02C results in significant stripe artifacts.  EIGEN-GL04C shows reduced stripe artifacts 

compared to GGM02C, but creates the “ringing” artifacts that are absent from GGM02C.  The 

differences based on the EGM2008-implied residual SSH are largely free of the artifacts and the 

shortcomings associated with the other two models, and, as expected, are highly correlated with 

areas of significant sea surface height variability over the Southern Ocean, and the Gulf Stream, 

Kuroshio, and Agulhas currents.  Over the 33016 1° equiangular ocean cells displayed in Figure 

10, the standard deviation of the differences is ±9.7 cm based on GGM02C, ±10.7 cm based on 

EIGEN-GL04C, and ±7.8 cm based on EGM2008. 

 

4.5 The Dynamic Ocean Topography Model DOT2008A 

 

 The DOT estimate displayed in Figure 9c was the basis for the development of a spherical 

harmonic representation of the DOT model implied by the DNSC08B MSS and the EGM2008 

geoid model.  To develop this model, we first edited the EGM2008-implied residual SSH by 

smoothing over suspiciously high residual SSH spikes, particularly near the coastlines where the 

DNSC08B MSS is less accurate, and by tapering the edited field inland in order to eliminate 

discontinuities at the coastal boundaries.  Specifically, since the DOT is defined only over ocean 

areas, we first extrapolated the edited DOT values inland, in an iterative fashion that estimates 

fictitious DOT values based on either valid DOT values or on previously extrapolated fictitious 

values, moving progressively inland.  In a second step, we linearly taper the fictitious inland 

DOT values to zero with increasing distance from the coastline, so that all inland cells further 

than 10 degrees from the coastline contain a zero DOT value.  We thus created a global set of 

“DOT” area-mean values, over a global 5 arc-minute equiangular grid.  We then analyzed 



harmonically these gridded values, and determined a set of spherical harmonic coefficients of the 

DOT, complete to degree and order 180.  We note here that the DNSC08B MSS was developed 

using the “standard” inverted barometer correction [cf. Gill, 1982] for the satellite altimeter data, 

with a 1013.3 mbar reference pressure.  The use of alternative formulations accounting for the 

response of the ocean to the variable atmospheric pressure loading will produce, in general, a 

different MSS and therefore a different DOT model. 

 

 After plotting the DOT surface produced from our spherical harmonic coefficients to degree 

and order 180, we recognized that some small residual stripe artifacts were still visible in that 

surface.  In order to reduce those, we applied to our spherical harmonic DOT model a Gaussian 

smoothing function   w( ) , defined by: 

 

 
  
w( )  exp a(1 cos )  , a  ln 2 (1 cos 0 ), w( 0 )  1 2   ,           (42) 

 

with the spherical angle   set to , a value which we determined empirically.  We 

applied this smoothing in the spectral domain, operating on the spherical harmonic coefficients 

of our DOT representation, using the eigenvalues of the Gaussian smoothing operator [cf. Jekeli, 

1981].  We designated the resulting spherical harmonic DOT model as DOT2008A.  Of course 

this smoothing that we applied to the DOT field also dampens its spectral power, progressively 

with increasing degree.  Although the DOT2008A model is defined to degree and order 180, its 

signal spectrum dips below the EGM2008 geoid error spectrum at degree 69, which corresponds 

approximately to a 2.6° half wavelength angular resolution at the equator. 

 0  0  0.8
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 An independent set of data, which offered us the possibility to test the EGM2008 and 

DOT2008A models consisted of airborne LiDAR SSH data collected over 13 flight lines in the 

area of the Aegean Sea [Papafitsorou et al., 2003].  A total of 106726 LiDAR-derived SSH were 

available to us.  We generated model-derived values for these SSH and analyzed the differences 

between LiDAR-derived and model-derived SSH by flight line.  The mean standard deviations 

of these differences, weighted by number of points per flight line, are shown in Table 11 for 

three model-derived sets of SSH generated from: (a) the EGM96 geoid to degree and order 360 

and its associated TOPEX-specific DOT96 model to degree and order 20 [Lemoine et al., 1998, 

section 7.3.3.2], (b) the EGM2008 geoid to degree 2190 and DOT2008A to degree and order 

180, and (c) the DNSC08B MSS.  The modeling gain achieved with EGM2008 and DOT2008A 

is obvious and amounts to a reduction of the mean standard deviation by about a factor of five.  

Interestingly, EGM2008 plus its associated DOT2008A model slightly outperform even the 

DNSC08B MSS, which has a 1 arc-minute resolution.  Being a nearly enclosed sea, dotted with 

numerous islands, the Aegean Sea offers the setting for very challenging tests to MSS, DOT, and 

geoid models.  Therefore, over open ocean areas, we expect the error in the model-derived SSH 

from the EGM2008 geoid plus the DOT2008A model to be less than 6 or 7 cm (see also Table 

10), considering also that the independent LiDAR-derived SSH are not error free. 

 

 Concluding this section, in Figure 11 we present a result indicative of the resolving power 

supported by the use of EGM2008 to degree 2190, as compared to the resolving power obtained 

from expansions extending only to degree and order 360.  In that figure we have plotted the 

gravity anomalies over the Yucatán Peninsula, computed from: (a) EIGEN-GL04C to degree and 

order 360, and (b) from EGM2008 to degree 2190.  The “ring” of the Chicxulub impact crater is 

clearly visible in the EGM2008 gravity anomalies.  This feature is indistinguishable in the plot 
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showing the EIGEN-GL04C gravity anomalies.  To our knowledge, EGM2008 is the first global 

gravitational model ever, that possesses sufficient resolving power to permit the clear 

identification of this geophysical feature. 

 

 

5. ERROR ASSESSMENT 

 

 The use of any model for the computation of functionals of the gravitational field such as 

gravity anomalies, height anomalies, geoid undulations, deflections of the vertical, etc., implies a 

commission and an omission error.  The commission (or propagated) error is due to the fact that 

any model based on actual observations can never be error-free since the data supporting its 

development can never be error-free.  The omission (or truncation) error is due to the fact that a 

model can only have finite resolution; therefore it will always omit a portion of the Earth’s true 

gravity field spectrum, which extends to infinity.  Model users require geographically specific 

estimates of the commission error associated with the model that they are using.  The rigorous 

computation of the commission error requires the complete error covariance matrix of the 

model’s defining parameters.  Given this matrix, one can compute the commission error of 

various model-derived functionals, using error propagation.  The error covariance matrix of an 

ellipsoidal harmonic model complete to degree and order 2159 has dimension ~4.7 million, and 

as we discussed before, the computation of such a matrix is beyond our existing computational 

resources.  Even for expansions to degree and order 360, like EGM96, which involve 

approximately 130000 parameters, the formation of the normal equation matrix, its inversion, 

and the subsequent error propagation using the resulting error covariance matrix is a formidable 

computational task.  For EGM96 [Lemoine et al., 1998], such error propagation was only 
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possible for the portion of the model extending to degree and order 70.  For EGM2008, which 

extends to degree 2159 in ellipsoidal harmonics, the alternative error propagation technique that 

was developed and implemented by Pavlis and Saleh [2005] was used.  This technique is 

capable of producing geographically specific estimates of a model’s commission error, without 

the need to form, invert, and propagate large matrices.  Instead, this technique uses integral 

formulas with band-limited kernels and requires as input the error variances of the gravity 

anomaly data that are used in the development of the gravitational model. 

 

5.1 Methodology 

 

 The main idea behind the technique of Pavlis and Saleh [2005] is the realization that in 

combination solutions like EGM96 and EGM2008, the satellite-only information influences the 

combined model only up to a relatively low degree, which is the maximum degree of the 

satellite-only solution.  Up to this maximum degree, the combined solution is the outcome of a 

least-squares adjustment.  Beyond this degree, the solution is determined solely from the 

complete, global grid of area-mean gravity anomaly data.  Therefore, beyond the maximum 

degree and order of the available satellite-only solution, there is little need to form complete 

normal matrices, since no “adjustment” takes place within this degree range.  The merged 

(terrestrial plus altimetry-derived) area-mean gravity anomalies are the only data whose signal 

and error content determine the model’s signal and error properties over this degree range.  This 

fact enables high degree error propagation, with geographic specificity, through the use of 

integral formulas with band-limited kernels, without the need to form, invert, and propagate 

extremely large matrices.  We will use the geoid undulation as an example of a model-derived 

quantity to present the essential elements of the technique, whose details can be found in [Pavlis 



and Saleh, 2005].  The adjusted gravity anomaly computed from a composite model can be 

written as (L and H stand for Low- and High-degree): 
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The corresponding geoid undulations is: 
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and can also be written as [Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967]: 
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where S( )  is Stokes’ function [ibid., section 2-16].  With t  cos( ) , and    denoting the 

Legendre polynomial of degree n , one has [ibid., equation 2-169]: 
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Equations (43) through (46), due to the orthogonality of surface spherical harmonics imply that: 
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Therefore, a strict, degree-wise separation of spectral components can be achieved by restricting 

the spectral content of the kernel function accordingly, as long as the integration is performed 

globally.  The band-limited version of Stokes’ equation: 
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implies, for uncorrelated errors of  , the error propagation formula: gŽ
H
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for the computation of the high-degree component of the commission error variance in the geoid 

undulation.   eVar  denotes the error variance of the quantity inside the parenthesis.  This 
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approach is applicable to any functional related to the gravity anomaly through a surface integral 

formula.  Equation (49) employs the spherical approximation, which we consider adequate for 

error propagation work.  Apart from this, (49) is rigorous, and its numerical implementation is 

only subject to discretization errors.  Finally, the band limiting of integration kernels removes 

the singularity at the origin of kernels like Stokes’ and Vening Meinesz’s, therefore the 

innermost zone effects require no special treatment. 

 

 If we assume that the error correlation between gŽ
L  and gŽ

H  is negligible, then the total 

error variance of a field functional, f , at the geographic location (R,, ) , as computed from a 

specific gravitational model, can be written as: 

 

  ,                   (50) 

eVarf (R,,)  eVarf (R,,) _ commission _ L

eVarf (R,,) _ commission _ H

eVarf (R,,) _ omission

 

where eVarf (R,,) _ commission _ L

eVarf (R,

 may be computed through error propagation using the 

error covariance matrix from the combination solution corresponding to the maximum degree of 

the satellite-only model, ,) _ commission _ H  is computed using global 

convolution based on a surface integral formula, and eVarf (R,,) _ omission  may be 

estimated statistically using local covariance models or may be deduced from gravimetric 

information implied, e.g., by the topography.  This approach circumvents the need to form, 

invert, and propagate extremely large matrices. 
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 In the present case, we estimated the degree  to be equal to 86, based on Figure 7b.  Due to 

the diagonal dominance of the ITG-GRACE03S normal equations, which also dominates the 

EGM2008 combination solution up to that degree, the term 

L

eVarf (R,,) _ commission _ L  

was estimated considering only the error variances of the EGM2008 coefficients.  The 

high-degree component eVarf (R,,) _ commi ion _ Hss , from degree 87 to degree and order 

2159 was computed via the 1D FFT algorithm of  [Haagmans et al., 1993], using the calibrated 

gravity anomaly standard deviations discussed in section 4.3.  Within this computation we also 

introduced a set of spectral weights.  These are a function of spherical harmonic degree and 

multiply the corresponding surface spherical harmonic component of the appropriate kernel 

function in error propagation formulas like equation (49).  Their purpose was to ensure that the 

propagated error estimates would also be consistent with the error degree variances of Figure 7a, 

and would not produce an error spectrum that overwhelms the signal spectrum of the model 

“prematurely”, as we also discussed in section 4.3. 

 

 Using this approach, we computed the commission error implied by EGM2008 from degree 2 

to degree and order 2159, on point values of gravity anomalies, height anomalies, and the two 

components (, ) of the deflection of the vertical, over global 5 arc-minute equiangular grids.  

We note here that in our error propagation work we made no distinction between errors of height 

anomalies and those of geoid undulations.  Strictly speaking, the geoid undulation error should 

also account for the errors in the elevation data that were used to compute the height anomaly to 

geoid undulation conversion terms.  This may be accomplished if the elevation database contains 

also reliable estimates for the elevation data errors. 
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 As examples, in Figure 12 we display the results obtained from our error propagation for the 

height anomalies and the meridional component ( ) of the deflection of the vertical.  Our error 

estimation implies height anomaly errors that range from ±3 cm to ±102 cm, with a global RMS 

value for the propagated errors of about ±11 cm.  The errors in the meridional component of the 

deflection of the vertical range from ±0.13 arc-seconds to ±11.4 arc-seconds, with a global RMS 

value for these propagated errors of approximately ±1 arc-second.  Note that the color-bars in 

Figure 12 have a reduced range compared to the range of the plotted values.  This choice permits 

the illustration of the geographic variability of the plotted values, which otherwise would have 

been practically invisible, given the distribution of these values, as it may be deduced also from 

their histograms. 

 

 The availability of geographically specific estimates of the commission error implied by 

EGM2008 over its entire spectral bandwidth, permits also the comparison of the actual 

performance of the model, as gauged from comparisons with independent data, to its estimated 

error properties.  As we also discussed in section 4.3, this was the basis for our “calibration” of 

the gravity anomaly error estimates that were used in the combination solution.  In Table 12 we 

present the RMS values of the commission error of EGM2008 for geoid undulations and the 

deflections of the vertical, over five regions of the Earth.  Wherever available, we include in 

parentheses comparable results from our comparisons with independent data.  When comparing 

the estimated commission error to the model’s actual performance, one should keep in mind on 

one hand the existence of the omission error and on the other the fact that our test data are not 

error free.  These two contributions are present in the comparison results, but absent from the 

model’s strictly commission error estimates.  Results involving functionals like the deflections of 

the vertical, which are rich in high frequency contributions beyond degree 2159, are particularly 
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affected by the omission error component, especially over land areas with significant terrain 

variation.  Therefore, the fact that our commission error estimates on the deflections of the 

vertical over CONUS amount to approximately half the RMS value obtained from comparisons 

with astrogeodetic deflections, can be explained if one considers the omission error component.  

The latter can be estimated using Residual Terrain Modeling (RTM) approaches and detailed 

elevation data, to compute the component of the deflection of the vertical beyond degree 2159.  

Hirt et al. [2010] used this approach and validated our error estimates over Europe. 

 

 Finally, we should also note here that our ±10.3 cm RMS geoid undulation discrepancy 

representing “Land” reflects the geographic distribution of the GPS/Leveling data available to 

us.  For the most part these data are available over areas that are also covered with gravity data 

of good quality.  The ±18.3 cm RMS geoid undulation commission error for “Land” represents 

all land areas, including, e.g., Antarctica, and should therefore be expected to be significantly 

higher than the RMS GPS/L discrepancy. 

 

 

6. EGM2008 MODEL PRODUCTS 

 

 The primary product of the EGM2008 model development is the set of estimated spherical 

harmonic coefficients, to degree 2190 and order 2159.  From these coefficients the user may 

compute the values of various functionals of the gravitational potential such as gravity 

anomalies, height anomalies, deflections of the vertical, etc., on or above the physical surface of 

the Earth, using harmonic synthesis.  Holmes and Pavlis [2006] made available a FORTRAN 

computer program called HARMONIC_SYNTH, which may be used to perform such harmonic 
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synthesis tasks in various modes, e.g., for randomly scattered geographic locations, or for grids 

of point and/or area-mean values.  This program, accompanied by test input and output files, and 

associated documentation is freely available from: 

 

 http://earth-info.nga.mil/GandG/wgs84/gravitymod/new_egm/new_egm.html 

 

 On Table 13 we list the estimated values and their standard deviations of the EGM2008 zonal 

spherical harmonic coefficients of the gravitational potential to degree 10. 

 

 For height anomaly and geoid computations, the user should also pay attention to some 

important issues related to the Permanent Tide, and the Geodetic Reference System (GRS) to 

which the computed values refer.  For example, in applications involving ellipsoidal heights 

obtained from space techniques like the Global Positioning System, the user should be aware of 

the fact that the International Earth Rotation and Reference Systems Service (IERS) reports 

positions with respect to a conventional “Tide-Free” crust (also known as “Non-Tidal”).  

Therefore, in order to maintain consistency, geoid undulations and/or height anomalies involved 

in computations that use positions derived from space techniques, should be computed in the 

same Tide-Free system.  In contrast, in applications involving satellite altimetry, the “Mean 

Tide” system is commonly used.  Therefore, geoid undulations that are to be subtracted from 

altimetry-derived sea surface heights, in order to estimate the dynamic ocean topography, should 

also be computed in the Mean Tide system.  The definition of the three systems in use with 

regards to the Permanent Tide (Tide-Free, Mean Tide, and Zero Tide), and the relationships 

between the geoid undulations expressed in different systems is also discussed in [Lemoine et al., 

1998, chapter 11].  This chapter is available on-line from: 

http://earth-info.nga.mil/GandG/wgs84/gravitymod/new_egm/new_egm.html


 

 http://cddis.nasa.gov/926/egm96/doc/S11.HTML 

 

In the same chapter, the issue of expressing the geoid undulations and/or height anomalies with 

respect to a specific GRS is discussed.  In the case of EGM2008, the conversion from an “ideal” 

mean-Earth ellipsoid, whose semi-major axis remains numerically unspecified, to the WGS 84 

GRS in the Tide-Free system, involves the application of a zero-degree height anomaly, denoted 

by z  in equation 11.2-1 of the above chapter, equal to -41 cm.  The zero-degree height 

anomaly, z , that was computed when the WGS 84 EGM96 geoid was released was equal to -53 

cm [Lemoine et al., 1998, chapter 11].  The main reason for the change in the numerical value of 

z  from the EGM96 days to the current best estimate, is the discovery by Ouan-Zan Zanife 

(CLS, France) of an error in the Oscillator Drift correction applied to TOPEX altimeter data [Fu 

and Cazenave, 2001, p. 34].  The erroneous correction was producing TOPEX sea surface 

heights, biased by approximately 12 to 13 centimeters.  Due to the fact that the height anomaly 

to geoid undulation conversion terms do not average to zero globally, the -41 cm z  value 

results in a -46.3 cm zero-degree geoid undulation value ( ).   depends not only on N0 N0 z , but 

also on the formulation and the data used to compute the height anomaly to geoid undulation 

conversion terms. 

 

 Under: 

 

 http://earth-info.nga.mil/GandG/wgs84/gravitymod/egm2008/egm08_wgs84.html 
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the user can find a modified version of the HARMONIC_SYNTH program, specifically 

designed to compute geoid undulations at arbitrarily scattered locations, in the Tide-Free system, 

with respect to the WGS 84 GRS.  In the same web site, the user can also find pre-computed 

global grids of these geoid undulations, at both 1 and 2.5 arc-minute grid-spacing, as well as a 

FORTRAN program to interpolate from these grids.  The interpolation error, i.e., the difference 

of interpolated values from those obtained via harmonic synthesis, associated with the use of the 

1 arc-minute grid and of the interpolation program provided does not exceed ±1 millimeter.  This 

error rises to ±1 centimeter with the use of the 2.5 arc-minute grid. 

 

 Several other products of the EGM2008 model development can be found under:  

 

 http://earth-info.nga.mil/GandG/wgs84/gravitymod/egm2008/index.html 

 

These include the spherical harmonic coefficients of the Dynamic Ocean Topography model 

DOT2008A, complete to degree and order 180, as well as grids of height anomalies and of the 

DOT, computed with oceanographic applications in mind.  In addition, grids of pre-computed 

gravity anomalies and deflections of the vertical, as well as grids of the propagated errors 

implied by EGM2008 in gravity anomalies, geoid undulations and deflections of the vertical 

 are available from the same web site. , 

 

 

7. CONCLUSIONS 
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 This paper describes the development and evaluation of the Earth Gravitational Model 2008 

(EGM2008), the first model of its kind ever to be developed to ellipsoidal harmonic degree 

2159.  EGM2008 was developed in a least squares adjustment that combined the 

ITG-GRACE03S model, which was available to degree and order 180 along with its complete 

error covariance matrix, with the gravitational information extracted from a global 5 arc-minute 

equiangular grid of area-mean gravity anomalies.  This global set of gravity anomalies was 

formed by merging terrestrial and airborne data with altimetry-derived values.  Over certain 

areas where the available gravity anomaly data could only be used at a lower resolution, their 

spectral content was supplemented with the gravitational information obtained from a detailed 

global topographic database. 

 

 The least squares adjustment combination was performed in terms of ellipsoidal harmonics.  

The combined solution and its error estimates were then converted to spherical harmonics.  This 

conversion preserves the order but not the degree, thus giving rise to model coefficients 

extending to degree 2190 and order 2159.  The fact that the normal equations of 

ITG-GRACE03S are predominately block-diagonal permitted the combination solution to be 

performed in a very efficient way, without compromising the accuracy of the results. 

 

 The analytical and numerical work that supported the development of the final EGM2008 

solution was accomplished over a time span of approximately eight years.  During this period, 

steady progress was achieved both in modeling refinements and in the quality of the data 

supporting the final model.  Three sets of Preliminary Gravitational Models were developed 

during this period.  The precursor of the final solution was also provided for evaluation to an 

independent Special Working Group (SWG), with international participation, functioning under 
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the auspices of the International Association of Geodesy (IAG) and the International Gravity 

Field Service (IGFS).  Feedback from this group was considered towards the development of the 

final EGM2008 solution, which was also evaluated by the same independent group. 

 

 The evaluation of EGM2008 performed by its developers as well as by the IAG/IGFS SWG 

both indicate that the model’s performance in orbit fits is comparable to any other 

GRACE-based solution.  Over areas covered with high quality gravity data (e.g., USA, Europe, 

Australia), the discrepancies between geoid undulations computed from EGM2008 and those 

computed from independent GPS/Leveling data are on the order of ±5 to ±10 cm.  These results 

are comparable to, and in several cases better than, corresponding results obtained using regional 

detailed geoid models.  Deflections of the vertical, derived from EGM2008 over USA and 

Australia are within ±1.1 to ±1.3 arc-seconds from corresponding values obtained from 

independent astronomical and geodetic observations.  Compared to its predecessor, EGM96, the 

EGM2008 solution represents an improvement in resolution by a factor of six, and yields 

improvements in gravity modeling accuracy ranging from a factor of three to a factor of six, 

depending on the gravitational functional and the geographic area in question. 

 

 The EGM2008 solution is accompanied by a set of global 5 arc-minute grids that provide 

geographically specific estimates of its commission error, over the entire bandwidth of the 

model, in commonly used gravimetric quantities, such as gravity anomalies, height anomalies, 

and deflections of the vertical, being mindful, especially in the case of the deflections, of the 

significant but unaccounted omission error, as mentioned already in section 5.  This allows the 

model user to assign appropriate error estimates to the model’s quantities, without the need to 

propagate error covariance matrices of prohibitively large dimension.  This represents a 
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significant improvement over EGM96, whose geographically specific error estimates could be 

computed only up to degree and order 70. 

 

 The EGM2008 solution is accompanied by a Dynamic Ocean Topography model designated 

DOT2008A.  This was developed based on the DNSC08B Mean Sea Surface and the EGM2008 

geoid.  DOT2008A is available in the form of spherical harmonic coefficients complete to degree 

and order 180, as well as in grid form. 

 

 Although the development of EGM2008 was the catalyst for the systematic re-evaluation of 

the gravity anomaly data involved in its development, significant margin for improvement 

remains in this area.  This involves data that may be misidentified, e.g., with respect to terrain 

corrections, as we found the case to be in Turkey.  Also, considerable effort is still required 

towards the acquisition of accurate gravity information over several areas of the Earth.  Of these, 

Antarctica’s land mass and surrounding coastal areas remain the least surveyed, and therefore 

most poorly modeled areas of the Earth’s gravity field. 

 

 

 Appendix A 

 

 The processing and the analysis of the gravity anomaly data requires the adoption of a 

Geodetic Reference System (GRS), in the form of a reference ellipsoid of revolution, whose 

surface is an equipotential surface of its gravity field [Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967, section 2-7].  

To maintain consistency with the gravity anomaly processing work that was performed in 

support of EGM96 [Lemoine et al., 1998, section 3.3.1], we adopted early on this project the 



exact same GRS that was adopted at that time, which is defined by the following four 

parameters: 

 

 

Gravitational constant:  GM  3986004.415 108 m3s2                   (a) 

Semimajor axis:  a  6378136.3 m                                                     (b)

2nd  degree zonal coeff. (tide-free):  C2, 0
s  484.1654767 106     (c)

Mean Earth rotation rate:    7292115 1011 rad s1                     (d)














 .     (A1) 

 

 From these defining parameters, all derived parameters associated with the GRS, including 

those appearing in the normal gravity formula, can be computed using closed expressions 

[Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967, section 2-7].  For the speed of light, we used the value 

 [Mohr and Taylor, 1999], which is consistent with the 2003 and 2006 

Conventions of the International Earth Rotation and Reference Systems Service (IERS).  The 

values of 

c  299792458 m s1

GM  and a  given in equations (A1a) and (A1b) respectively, are also the scaling 

parameters of the EGM2008 spherical harmonic coefficients of the gravitational potential Cnm
s .  

We should note here that within the least squares adjustment combination of “terrestrial” 

coefficient estimates with estimates derived from GRACE, the different estimates are rigorously 

“shifted” to common a priori values, as described by Rapp, et al. [1991, pp. 20-21].  

Furthermore, the EGM2008 coefficients Cnm
s  can be rigorously re-scaled to any desired scaling 

parameters GM  and  as described in [Lemoine et al., 1998, section 7.3.5.3], before using them 

in the computation of functionals of the gravity field (e.g., gravity anomalies, height anomalies).  

This formulation is actually implemented in the HARMONIC_SYNTH program [Holmes and 

Pavlis, 2006], to ensure that the scaling parameters of the potential coefficients used in the 

a
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harmonic synthesis are consistent with those of the selected GRS.  Finally, we re-emphasize here 

that the computation of height anomalies and geoid undulations reckoned from the surface of a 

specific GRS requires the estimation of a zero-degree value, as we discussed in section 6 (see 

also [Lemoine et al., 1998, chapter 11] for details). 
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Figure Captions 

 

 

Figure 1. The form of the combined normal equation system for a hypothetical combination of 

satellite-only normal equations to degree 4 (black elements), with “terrestrial” normal 

equations to degree 6 (gray elements).  See text for details. 

 

Figure 2. Gravity anomaly degree variances computed from the ellipsoidal harmonic 

coefficients representing two versions of the global 5 arc-minute file: v050707a did not limit 

the bandwidth of the predicted gravity anomalies, while file v021408a did.  Unit is mGal2. 

 

Figure 3. Geographic display of some of the characteristics of the 5 arc-minute area-mean 

gravity anomalies in the merged file used to develop the EGM2008 model: (a) Data 

availability, (b) Data source identification.  See text for details. 

 

Figure 4. 5 arc-minute residual gravity anomalies over southern Alaska and western USA and 

Canada from the least squares adjustments of two combination solutions: (a) PGM2006A 

without downward continued gravity anomalies, (b) PGM2006B with downward continued 

gravity anomalies. Unit is mGal. 

 

Figure 5. Dynamic Ocean Topography (DOT) estimates averaged over 6 arc-minute 

equiangular cells, obtained by subtracting model-implied height anomalies, computed to 

spherical harmonic degree 2190, from the DNSC07C Mean Sea Surface (MSS) model.  (a) 

Using the PGM2006C model, (b) Using the PGM2007A model.  Unit is cm. 
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Figure 6. (a) 5 arc-minute gravity anomaly residuals from the least squares adjustment that 

yielded the EGM2008 combination solution. (b) 5 arc-minute gravity anomaly differences 

ITG-GRACE03S minus EGM2008.  Maximum degree and order is 180.  Unit is mGal. 

 

Figure 7. Gravity anomaly degree variances computed from the ellipsoidal harmonic 

coefficients of the signal and error spectra associated with the EGM2008 solution: (a) to 

degree 2159, (b) to degree 180.  Unit is mGal2. 

 

Figure 8. RMS fits to GRACE K-band range-rate data computed from 26 daily arcs spanning 

the month of November 2005, using three gravitational models to degree and order 200.  Unit 

is µm/s. 

 

Figure 9. Dynamic Ocean Topography (DOT) estimates averaged over 6 arc-minute 

equiangular cells, obtained by subtracting model-implied height anomalies from the 

DNSC08B Mean Sea Surface (MSS) model.  (a) Using GGM02C to degree 200, augmented 

with EGM96 from degree 201 to 360, (b) Using EIGEN-GL04C to degree 360, (c) Using 

EGM2008 to degree 2190.  Unit is cm. 

 

Figure 10. Differences between the ECCO DOT model and the DOT estimates implied by 

subtracting from the DNSC08B MSS three different geoid models, over the 1°1° ocean 

cells between latitudes 65°N and 65°S.  (a) Using GGM02C to degree 200, augmented with 

EGM96 from degree 201 to 360, (b) Using EIGEN-GL04C to degree 360, (c) Using 

EGM2008 to degree 2190.  Unit is cm. 



 

Figure 11. Free-air gravity anomalies over the Yucatán Peninsula from: (a) EIGEN-GL04C to 

degree and order 360, (b) EGM2008 to degree 2190.  Unit is mGal. 

 

Figure 12. Commission error implied by EGM2008 from degree 2, to degree and order 2159 on: 

(a) height anomalies (cm), (b) the meridional component ( ) of the deflection of the vertical 

(arc-second). 
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Table 1. Statistics from the inter-comparison of three sets of 5 arc-minute area-mean gravity 

anomalies, over oceanic areas between latitudes 80°N and 80°S. Above the diagonal: 

area-weighted mean and standard deviation difference (mGal); below the diagonal: extreme 

differences (mGal).  5646416 values compared, covering 70.025 percent of the Earth’s 

surface area. 

 

	 PGM2007B DNSC07 SS v18.1 

PGM2007B - - 0.000 1.351 -0.047 2.201 

DNSC07 -45 42 - - -0.048 1.939 

SS v18.1 -88 114 -74 114 - - 
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Table 2. Statistics of the 5 arc-minute area-mean gravity anomalies after editing and 

downward continuation of the merged file used to develop the EGM2008 model.  Unit is 

mGal.  The latitudes and longitudes listed identify the location of the extreme values in the 

merged file. 

 

Data Source % Area Minimum Maximum RMS RMS  

ArcGP 3.0 -192.0 281.8 30.2 3.0 

Altimetry 63.2 -361.8 351.1 28.4 3.0 

Terrestrial 17.6 -351.9 868.4 41.2 2.8 

Fill-in 16.2 -333.0 593.5 46.8 7.6 

Non Fill-in 83.8 -361.8 868.4 31.6 2.9 

All 100.0 -361.8 868.4 34.5 4.1 

(, )  19.4°, 293.5° 10.8°, 286.3°   
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Table 3. Standard deviation of the differences between the ECCO DOT model and the DOT 

models implied by the DNSC06E MSS minus each geoid model over the 1°1° ocean cells 

between latitudes 65°N and 65°S.  Unit is cm. 

 

Model 
DOT Difference 
Std. Deviation 

GGM02C_EGM96 9.8 

EIGEN-GL04C 10.8 

PGM2006C 8.8 

GGM02C_EGM96 (†) 7.0 

 

(†) After application of the iterative filtering approach of Chambers and Zlotnicki [2004]. 
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Table 4. Average laser ranging residual RMS from one year (2003) of 3-day orbit fits without 

and with one cycle-per-revolution (1-cpr) empirical accelerations being adjusted.  Unit is cm. 

 

 EGM96 GGM02C EGM2008 

Satellite No 1-cpr 1-cpr No 1-cpr 1-cpr No 1-cpr 1-cpr 

LAGEOS-1 1.5 1.05 1.5 0.96 1.5 0.97 

LAGEOS-2 1.3 0.96 1.3 0.84 1.4 0.85 

Ajisai 5.9 5.6 5.2 4.8 5.3 4.4 

Starlette 5.1 3.7 3.5 1.8 4.8 1.8 

Stella 9.0 6.5 3.1 2.2 3.0 1.6 

BE-C 11.1 9.1 9.1 7.6 9.4 7.6 
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Table 5. GPS/Leveling comparisons over CONUS. 

 

 Bias Removed Linear Trend Removed 

Model (Nmax) 

 
Number 

Passed Edit 
Weighted Std. 
Deviation (cm) 

Number 
Passed Edit 

Weighted Std. 
Deviation (cm) 

EGM96 (360) 4096 21.4 4092 18.2 

GGM02C_EGM96 (360)  4169 18.9 4165 17.6 

EIGEN-GL04C (360) 4167 19.5 4163 18.1 

EGM2008 (360) 4185 17.6 4181 16.4 

EGM2008 (2190) 4201 7.1 4197 4.8 

USGG2003 (110800) 4201 9.1 4197 5.8 
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Table 6. GPS/Leveling comparisons globally. 

 

 Bias Removed Linear Trend Removed 

Model (Nmax) 

 
Number 

Passed Edit 
Weighted Std. 
Deviation (cm) 

Number 
Passed Edit 

Weighted Std. 
Deviation (cm) 

EGM96 (360) 12220 30.3 12173 27.0 

GGM02C_EGM96 (360)  12305 25.6 12258 23.2 

EIGEN-GL04C (360) 12299 26.2 12252 23.5 

EGM2008 (360) 12329 23.0 12283 20.9 

EGM2008 (2190) 12352 13.0 12305 10.3 
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Table 7. GPS/Leveling comparisons over mainland Australia. 

 

 Bias Removed Linear Trend Removed 

Model (Nmax) 

 
Number 

Passed Edit 
Weighted Std. 
Deviation (cm) 

Number 
Passed Edit 

Weighted Std. 
Deviation (cm) 

EGM96 (360) 533 37.7 533 35.8 

GGM02C_EGM96 (360)  534 32.2 534 29.6 

EIGEN-GL04C (360) 534 32.7 534 30.1 

EGM2008 (360) 534 29.2 534 26.0 

EGM2008 (2190) 534 26.6 534 23.0 

AUSGeoid98 (25400) 534 31.0 534 26.1 
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Table 8. GPS/Leveling comparisons over Australia’s South West Seismic Zone. 

 

 Bias Removed Linear Trend Removed 

Model (Nmax) 

 
Number 

Passed Edit 
Weighted Std. 
Deviation (cm) 

Number 
Passed Edit 

Weighted Std. 
Deviation (cm) 

EGM96 (360) 48 27.8 48 24.3 

GGM02C_EGM96 (360)  48 25.2 48 23.6 

EIGEN-GL04C (360) 48 25.7 48 24.9 

EGM2008 (360) 48 23.4 48 20.1 

EGM2008 (2190) 48 10.6 48 4.6 

AUSGeoid98 (25400) 48 12.7 48 4.8 

 

 



 

Table 9. RMS differences between astrogeodetic and gravimetric deflections of the vertical 

over CONUS and Australia.  Unit is arc-second. 

 

 CONUS Australia 

Model (Nmax) 3561 Stations 1080 Stations 

             

EGM96 (360) 2.80 3.22 1.91 2.23 

GGM02C_EGM96 (360) 2.80 3.22 1.89 2.22 

EIGEN-GL04C (360) 2.81 3.20 1.92 2.23 

EGM2008 (2190) 1.12 1.16 1.19 1.29 

DEFLEC99 (110800) 0.91 0.92 - - 

AUSGeoid98 (25400) - - 1.31 1.37 
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Table 10. Comparisons with TOPEX altimeter data from a 6-year mean track containing 

517835 1 Hz SSH and 494350 along-track SSH slopes. 

 

 Residual SSH Residual Along-Track Slope 

Model (Nmax) (cm) (arc-second) 

 Max | • | Std. Dev. Max | • | Std. Dev. 

EGM96 (360) 334 20.0 30.0 1.96 

GGM02C_EGM96 (360) 300 18.2 29.3 1.96 

EIGEN-GL04C (360) 288 19.2 29.7 1.98 

EGM2008 (360) 307 16.0 28.5 1.90 

EGM2008 (2190) 121 5.2 7.6 0.30 
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Table 11. Weighted mean standard deviation of the differences between the SSH obtained from 

airborne LiDAR data and from model-derived values, over 13 flight lines in the Aegean Sea.  

Weights are proportional to the number of points per flight line.  Unit is cm. 

 

Model (Nmax) Bias Removed Linear Trend Removed 

EGM96 (360)+DOT96 (20) 34.0 32.1 

EGM2008 (2190)+DOT2008A (180) 7.2 6.0 

DNSC08B (110800) 7.4 6.2 

 

 



 

Table 12. RMS value of the commission error of EGM2008, from harmonic degree 2 to 

harmonic degree and order 2159, for geoid undulations ( N ) and deflections of the vertical 

components (, ), computed over five regions of the Earth.  Parenthetical values represent 

estimates based on comparisons with independent data. 

 

Region 
RMS N         

(cm) 

RMS       

(arc-second) 

RMS       

(arc-second) 

Ocean areas with   66  5.8 (5.2 1) 0.38 (~0.30 1) 0.39 (~0.30 1) 

CONUS 5.9 (4.8 2) 0.47 (1.12 3) 0.47 (1.16 3) 

Land 18.3 (~10.3 4) 1.69 1.69 

Ocean 6.1 0.42 0.42 

Globally 11.1 0.98 0.98 

 

1 See Table 10; 2 see Table 5; 3 see Table 9; 4 see Table 6. 
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Table 13. Estimated values and their standard deviations of the EGM2008 zonal spherical 

harmonic coefficients of the gravitational potential to degree 10.  The C2, 0
s  value is in the 

tide-free system. 

 

Degree (n) Cn, 0
s   (Cn, 0

s )  

2 -0.484165143790815D-03 0.7481239490D-11 

3 0.957161207093473D-06 0.5731430751D-11 

4 0.539965866638991D-06 0.4431111968D-11 

5 0.686702913736681D-07 0.2910198425D-11 

6 -0.149953927978527D-06 0.2035490195D-11 

7 0.905120844521618D-07 0.1542363963D-11 

8 0.494756003005199D-07 0.1237051133D-11 

9 0.280180753216300D-07 0.1023487582D-11 

10 0.533304381729473D-07 0.8818400481D-12 
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